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MEET IRREDUCIBLE IDEALS IN DIRECT LIMIT
ALGEBRAS

ALLAN P. DONSIG, ALAN HOPENWASSER, TIMOTHY D. HUDSON�,

MICHAEL P. LAMOUREUXy and BARUCH SOLEL*

We study the meet irreducible ideals (ideals I so that I � J \ K implies
I � J or I � K) in certain direct limit algebras. The direct limit algebras will
generally be strongly maximal triangular subalgebras of AF C�-algebras, or
briefly, strongly maximal TAF algebras. Of course, all ideals are closed and
two-sided.

These ideals have a description in terms of the coordinates, or spectrum,
that is a natural extension of one description of meet irreducible ideals in the
upper triangular matrices. Additional information is available if the limit
algebra is an analytic subalgebra of its C�-envelope or if the analytic algebra
is trivially analytic with an injective 0-cocycle. In the latter case, we obtain a
complete description of the meet irreducible ideals, modeled on the descrip-
tion in the algebra of upper triangular matrices. This applies, in particular,
to all full nest algebras.

One reason for interest in the meet irreducible ideals of a strongly max-
imal TAF algebra is that each meet irreducible ideal is the kernel of a nest
representation of the algebra (Theorem 2.4). A nest representation of an
operator algebra A is a norm continuous representation of A acting on a
Hilbert space with the property that the lattice of closed invariant subspaces
for the representation is totally ordered. These representations were in-
troduced in [L1] as analogues for a general operator algebra of the irre-
ducible representations of a C�-algebra. The meet irreducible ideals seem
analogous to the primitive ideals in a C�-algebra. Indeed, in a C�-algebra,
the meet irreducible ideals are precisely the primitive ideals [L3, Theorem
2.1].
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This analogy can be extended by noting that the meet irreducible ideals
form a topological space under the hull-kernel topology and every ideal is
the intersection of the meet irreducible ideals which contain it. There is a
one-to-one correspondence between closed sets in the meet irreducible ideal
space and ideals in the strongly maximal TAF algebra; thus the topological
space of meet irreducible ideals determines completely the lattice of ideals of
the limit algebra, exactly as the primitive ideal space does for C�-algebras.
Similar results have been obtained for other operator algebras, including the
compacts in a nest algebra, the disc algebra, and various nonselfadjoint
crossed products [L1, L2, L3].

An interesting subset of the meet irreducible ideals is the set of completely
meet irreducible ideals, namely those ideals satisfying an analogous condi-
tion, only for arbitrary intersections instead of finite intersections. We de-
scribe these ideals and show that, for direct limit algebras generated by their
order preserving normalizers, this subset is isomorphic, as a set, to the
spectrum of the limit algebra (Theorem 5.4). Also, there is a distance for-
mula for ideals in a strongly maximal TAF algebra (Theorem 6.2) that is
analogous to Arveson's distance formula for nest algebras and to the dis-
tance formulae in [MS2].

0. Algebras & Coordinates

An analysis of ideals in direct limit algebras is greatly facilitated by the
technique of coordinatization. After outlining the algebraic setting, we de-
scribe the essential ingredients for coordinatization in the context in which
we need it; for more detail on coordinatizations and more general results the
reader is referred to [R], [MS1], and [P4]. The book [P4] by Power is also a
convenient reference for direct limit algebras.

If A is a strongly maximal triangular subalgebra of a unital AF C�-alge-
bra, B, then D � A \ A� is a canonical masa in B and A� A� is dense in B.
(This is one definition of ``strongly maximal triangular''.) Since B is AF, it
may be written as a direct limit of finite dimensional C�-algebras:

B1 ! B2 ! B3 ! � � � ! B:

In turn, A can be written as a direct limit

A1 ! A2 ! A3 ! � � � ! A;

where each An is a maximal triangular subalgebra of Bn; also, D is a direct
limit

D1 ! D2 ! D3 ! � � � ! D;

where each Dn � An \ A�n is a masa in Bn. If I is a two-sided ideal of A then,
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essentially because I is a D-bimodule, it follows that I is the closed union of
the I \ An.

Furthermore, it is possible to select a system of matrix units for B so that
each of A and D are generated by the matrix units which they contain. Of
course, it follows that every ideal is also generated by the matrix units it
contains. The system of matrix units can also be chosen so that each matrix
unit in Bn is a sum of matrix units in Bn�1. By identifying each Bn with its
natural image in B, we may consider all the embeddings which appear in the
direct system to be inclusions.

A direct system whose limit is A will be referred to as a presentation for A.
Given a presentation for A as above, we can construct another presentation
by choosing a subsequence An1 ;An2 ; . . ., with maps given by composing the
maps from the original presentation. We call this new presentation a con-
traction of the original.

We now coordinatize the triple of algebras �D;A;B�, where B is an AF C�-
algebra and A is a strongly maximal triangular subalgebra of B whose diag-
onal is D. Also assume that a system of matrix units for B has been selected
with the properties described above. We need to define a spectral triple
�X ;P;G� for �D;A;B�. The first ingredient, X , is simple: it is just the max-
imal ideal space for D. So D is isomorphic to C�X� and, since D is a direct
limit of finite dimensional algebras, X is a compact, totally disconnected set.
If, in addition, B is simple, then X is homeomorphic to the Cantor set (we
exclude the finite dimensional case, where B is some Mn and X finite).

Since the C�-algebra, B, is AF, it is a groupoid algebra; G will be the
groupoid associated with B. While we will use some of the language of
groupoids and a couple of results about groupoids, the reader does not need
extensive knowledge of groupoids in order to follow our arguments. Indeed,
G is a special type of groupoid and we can describe it completely in a very
naive fashion. Each matrix unit, e, from the system of matrix units for B acts
on D by conjugation (e�De � D); consequently, each matrix unit, e, induces
a partial homeomorphism of X into itself (i.e., a homeomorphism between
two clopen subsets of X ). Let denote the graph of this homeomorphism.

As a set, G is simply the union of the graphs of all the partial home-
omorphisms induced by matrix units. Thus, G is a subset of X � X ; it is not
difficult to check that it is an equivalence relation. There is, however, an
additional structure, a topology, on G. This topology is the smallest topol-
ogy in which every is an open subset. It turns out that every is also closed,
and hence compact. This description of G appears to be dependent on the
choice of matrix unit system (and hence on the choice of presentation); in
point of fact the same topological equivalence relation arises from any
choice of presentation and any choice of matrix unit system. Indeed, in place
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of matrix units one may use the collection of all partial isometries in B which
normalize D. (A partial isometry, v, normalizes D if vDv� � D and
v�Dv � D.)

A topological equivalence relation such as G is an r-discrete, principal,
topological groupoid. We won't use all this terminology, but we do need to
say what the groupoid operations are. Two elements �x; y� and �w; z� are
composable if, and only if, y � w. In that case, the product is given by
�x; y� � �y; z� � �x; z�. Inverses are given by �x; y�ÿ1 � �y; x�.

The graph, �, of the partial homeomorphism associated with a matrix unit
(or with a normalizing partial isometry) has the following properties:

i) if �x; y1� 2 � and �x; y2� 2 �, then y1 � y2,
ii) if �x1; y� 2 � and �x2; y� 2 �, then x1 � x2.

A subset of G with these properties is called a G-set It is a property of the
topology on G that any point has a neighborhood basis which consists of
compact, open G-sets. All G-sets which appear in this paper can be taken to
to be compact and open; assume that any G-set which appears is compact
and open even if these adjectives are absent.

If �1 and �2 are G-sets, then so is the composition �1 � �2, which is defined
to be the set fa � b : a 2 �1; b 2 �2 and a and b are composable g. In the case
of graphs ê and f̂ of matrix units (or normalizing partial isometries), ê � f̂
will be the graph of the product ef in B.

The space, X , can be identified with the diagonal of G via the home-
omorphism x$ �x; x�. In particular, the diagonal of G is an open subset of
G. (For readers familiar with groupoids, the diagonal is the space, G0, of
units of G. The fact that it is open means that G is r-discrete.) One should
also note that in the present context, the two coordinate projection maps �1
and �2, when restricted to G, are open maps (from the groupoid topology on
G to the topology on X ); in fact, they are local homeomorphisms.

It remains to describe the middle component, P, of the spectral triple. The
short way is to invoke the spectral theorem for bimodules [MS1]: P is the
unique open subset of G which is the support set for the subalgebra A. The
fact that A is generated by the matrix units which it contains permits a naive
definition of P: it is simply the union of the graphs, ê, for the matrix units e
in A. As such, it is a subrelation of G and it carries the relative topology in-
duced by the topology on G. The apparent dependence of P on choice of
matrix unit system (or presentation) is illusory and P is, in fact, an isometric
isomorphism invariant for A [P2]. We shall call P the spectrum of A.

As is to be expected, properties of A are reflected in properties of P. The
fact that A is an algebra means that P � P � P. The triangularity of A be-
comes the property that P \ Pÿ1 is the diagonal of G. Finally, strong max-
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imality for A is equivalent to P [ Pÿ1 � G. Note, in particular, that the to-
pological relation, P, induces a total order on each equivalence class in G.
We shall need a notation for equivalence classes: if z 2 X , let
orbz � fx 2 X : �x; z� 2 G g. We sometimes emphasize the induced order on
each equivalence class by writing x � y when �x; y� 2 P.

Some of our results are valid in the context of triangular subalgebras of B
which are analytic. The simplest definition of analytic subalgebras is in terms
of real valued cocycles. A continuous function c : G ÿ! R is a 1-cocycle
provided that c�x; y� � c�y; z� � c�x; z�, for all �x; y�; �y; z� 2 G. We say that
A is analytic if P � cÿ1�0;1�. We say that A is trivially analytic when c has
the special form c�x; y� � b�y� ÿ b�x� for a continuous function b : X ÿ! R.
(Such a function, b, is called a 0-cocycle and c is the coboundary of b.) The
material in Section 3 will be valid for trivially analytic algebras with the ad-
ditional requirement that the 0-cocycle be an injective function. This family
of algebras includes all full nest algebras. (While the 0-cocycle most natu-
rally associated with a full nest algebra will not be injective, it can be re-
placed by an injective 0-cocycle whose coboundary yields the same analytic
algebra.)

Just as the algebra A has a natural support set P � G, each two sided
closed ideal ij � A has a support set, �. The existence of � is given by the
spectral theorem for bimodules and a complete description of coordinatiza-
tion for ideals is given in [MS1]. Also, just as before, a naive description of �
is available based on the fact that an ideal is generated by the matrix units
which it contains [P1]. So, � is the union of the graphs associated with ma-
trix units of i and the topology is the relative topology from P. The defini-
tion of � is, of course, independent of choice of matrix unit system or pre-
sentation.

The fact that i is an ideal is reflected in the following property for �:

�w; x� 2 P; �x; y� 2 �; �y; z� 2 P �) �w; z� 2 �:
We say that an open subset of P which satisfies this property is an ideal set.
Lemma 4.3 in [MS1] shows that each ideal set is the support set of a closed,
two sided ideal in A.

We say that an ideal set, �1, is meet irreducible if, whenever � � �1 \ �2
with �1; �2 ideal sets, either � � �1 or � � �2. Since intersection of ideals cor-
responds to intersection of ideal sets, an ideal in A is meet irreducible if, and
only if, the corresponding ideal set is meet irreducible.
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1. MI-chains

In Tn, the algebra of n� n upper triangular matrices, each meet irreducible
ideal is determined by a matrix unit. If est is a matrix unit in Tn, then the
meet irreducible ideal i associated with est is the largest ideal in Tn which
does not contain est. This ideal is generated as a linear subspace by the set of
matrix units enm where either n < s or m > t.

The meet irreducible ideals in Tn can also be described in terms of the co-
ordinates, rather than matrix units. Let X � f1; . . . ; ng and
P � f�s; t� : s; t 2 X and s � tg. Then P is the support set for Tn. Let I be an
interval contained in X ; i.e., I � fi : s � i � tg for some s; t. Then the meet
irreducible ideal i associated with I is the set of all matrices supported on
PnP \ �I � I�.

In the TAF algebra context, the description of meet irreducible ideals in
terms of coordinates needs almost no modification from the finite dimen-
sional case. The description in terms of matrix units is considerably more
complicated than the finite dimensional description. In [La], Lamoureux
gave a procedure for constructing meet irreducible ideals from certain se-
quences of matrix units, provided that the embeddings satisfy a special con-
dition. (This condition is met by standard embeddings, by refinement em-
beddings, and, more generally, by nest embeddings.) However, this proce-
dure fails to give all meet irreducible ideals even in the simplest TAF
algebras.

There is, in fact, a more general family of matrix unit sequences from
which meet irreducible ideals can be constructed. This concept ^ MI-chains
of matrix units ^ yields all the meet irreducible ideals (provided we consider
all possible contractions of a given presentation); furthermore, it is valid for
all TAF algebras.

Let A be a TAF algebra with presentation

A1 ! A2 ! A3 ! � � � ! A:

Notation. If e 2 An, then Idn�e� will denote the ideal generated by e in
An. If k > n, then e 2 Ak also; therefore Idk�e� is defined and Idn�e� � Idk�e�.

Definition 1.1. A sequence �ek�k�N of matrix units from A will be called
an MI-chain if the following two conditions are satisfied for all k � N:

(A) ek 2 Ak.
(B) ek�1 2 Idk�1�ek�.
If �ek� is an MI-chain for A, let i be the join of all ideals which do not
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contain any matrix unit ek from the chain. In other words, i is the largest
ideal in A which does not contain any ek.

Theorem 1.2. Let A be a strongly maximal TAF algebra with some pre-
sentation. For each MI-chain �ek�k�N from the presentation, the ideal i asso-
ciated with �ek� is meet irreducible. Conversely, every proper meet irreducible
ideal in A is induced by some MI-chain, chosen from some contraction of this
presentation.

Proof. Let �ek� be an MI-chain of matrix units and let i be the corre-
sponding ideal. Suppose that j and k are two ideals each of which properly
contains i. Since i is the largest ideal containing no matrix units from the
MI-chain, there exist indices s and t such that es 2 j and et 2k. Condition
(B) in the definition of MI-chain implies that en 2 j for all n > s and
em 2k for all m > t. Thus, j \k contains matrix units from the MI-
chain, which implies that j \k properly contains i. This proves that i is
meet irreducible.

For the converse, suppose that i 6� A is a meet irreducible ideal in A and
that

A1 ! A2 ! A3 ! � � � ! A

is a presentation for A. Each Ak is a maximal triangular subalgebra of a fi-
nite dimensional C�-algebra. Let ik � i \ Ak, for each k. While i is the
closed union of the ik, it is not necessarily the case that each ik is meet ir-
reducible as an ideal in Ak. Note that, by contracting the presentation if ne-
cessary, we may also assume that ik is a proper ideal in Ak, for each k.

From the known structure of ideals in maximal triangular subalgebras of
finite dimensional C�-algebras, it follows that for each k there is a minimal
set Ek of matrix units in Aknik such that any ideal of Ak which is larger than
ik must contain one of the matrix units in Ek. Begin the construction of an
MI-chain for i by letting e1 be any matrix unit from E1.

For each e 2 E1, let je denote the ideal in A generated by i and e. Since
each such e is not in i1 but is in A1, e does not belong to i; thus i is a
proper subset of each je. Let j � \fje : e 2 E1g. This is a finite intersec-
tion and i is meet irreducible, so j properly contains i. Consequently, for
some k � 2, j \ Ak properly contains ik � i \ Ak. By replacing the pre-
sentation by a contraction and relabeling, we may assume that k � 2.

Since j \ A2 properly contains i2, there is a matrix unit e2 2 E2 such that
e2 2 j \ A2. By the construction of j, e2 2 Id2�e1�; thus condition (B) for
MI-chains is satisfied by the pair e1, e2.

If we now iterate this construction, we obtain a presentation which is a
contraction of the original presentation and a sequence of matrix units
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�ek�k�1 which is an MI-chain. Since i contains none of the ek, i is a subset
of the meet irreducible ideal associated with the MI-chain. But if k is an
ideal larger than i, then k \ Ak properly contains ik for some k and hence
k contains some element of Ek. By the construction of the sequence �en�,
ek�1 is in the ideal generated by each element of Ek; hence ek�1 2k. Thus, i
is the largest ideal which contains none of the ek and so it is the meet irre-
ducible ideal associated with the MI-chain.

It is natural to ask if there is a 1-1 correspondence between MI-chains and
meet-irreducible ideals. Without other conditions, the answer is clearly no.
For example, take an MI-chain for the zero ideal and change the first finitely
many matrix units in the MI-chain. To fix this trivial kind of counter-
example, the appropriate condition on the MI-chain is

(C) for a matrix unit f in Ak, if f 2 Idk�ek� and f 6� ek, then ek�1 =2 Idk�1�f �.
In fact, Theorem 1.2 always gives an MI-chain satisfying this condition.
Using the notation of the proof, observe that if f is a matrix unit in A1 which
is not equal to e1 but is in Id1�e1�, then f belongs to i1, and hence to i.
Observe that Id2�f �i, and so e2 =2 Id2�f �. This verifies condition (C) for the
pair e1, e2 and, by induction, the MI-chain �ek� satisfies the condition.

However, restricting to MI-chains satisfying condition (C) still does not
give a 1-1 correspondence, as the following example shows. Thus the corre-
spondence between meet irreducible ideals and MI-chains is rather subtle.

Example 1.3. For n � 1, let An � T2n � T2n and let �n:An ! An�1 be given
by the block matrix map

A B
C

� �
� D E

F

� �
ÿ!

A B
D E

F
C

2664
3775�

D E
A B

C
F

2664
3775:

Consider the algebra A which is the direct limit of the algebras An with re-
spect to the maps �n. For each n, let en be the upper-right matrix unit of B in
each An, and let fn be the upper-right matrix unit of E in each An. Observe
that for each n, en�1 is a summand of en, and so en�1 2 Idn�1�en�. Similarly,
fn�1 2 Idn�1�fn�, and so both �en�n and �fn�n are MI-chains. Moreover, since
there is no matrix unit f in Ak with f 2 Idk�ek� and f 6� ek, then �en� satisfies
condition (C), and similarly for �fn�. It is easy to see that both chains corre-
spond to the zero ideal of A.
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2. Meet Irreducible Ideals and Nest Representations

In this section we will construct meet irreducible ideals using coordinate
methods. Fix notation as follows:

Notation. Let A be a strongly maximal TAF algebra whose enveloping C�-
algebra is B and whose diagonal is D, a canonical masa in B. Also, �X ;P;G�
will denote the spectral triple for �D;A;B�.

For subsets of G, the closure operator will always denote closure with re-
spect to the groupoid topology on G, never the relative product topology on
the larger set X � X . Also, by an order interval in an equivalence class of G
we mean the set of points fy 2 X : �x; y�; �y; z� 2 Pg, where �x; z� 2 P, possi-
bly excluding the endpoints x and z.

Theorem 2.1. With notation as above, let I be an order interval from an
equivalence class from G and let � � PnP \ �I � I�. Then � is a meet irre-
ducible ideal set.

Proof. We will first show that � is an ideal set in P. To that end, assume
that �u; x� 2 P and �x; y� 2 �. We will show that �u; y� 2 �.

Suppose, to the contrary, that �u; y� 2 P \ �I � I�. Then there are se-
quences un and yn in I such that �un; yn� 2 P and �un; yn� ÿ! �u; y� in P. Let
T and S be compact, open G-sets containing �u; x� and �x; y� respectively.
We may select T and S so that each is a subset of P. (These sets may be
chosen to be the graphs of matrix units in A.) Then T � S is a (compact,
open) G-set containing �u; y�. For large n, �un; yn� 2 T � S. Hence, for large n,
there is xn 2 X such that �un; xn� 2 T and �xn; yn� 2 S. The coordinate pro-
jection maps are local homeomorphisms; consequently �un; xn� ÿ! �u; x� and
�xn; yn� ÿ! �x; y� in P. For all large n, un, xn, and yn are in the same equiva-
lence class, un and yn are in I , and xn is in between un and yn; so, xn 2 I .
Thus, �xn; yn� 2 P \ �I � I� and hence �x; y� 2 P \ �I � I�, contradicting the
assumption that �x; y� 2 �.

This proves that �u; x� 2 P; �x; y� 2 � �) �u; y� 2 �. The proof that
�x; y� 2 �; �y; v� 2 P �) �x; v� 2 � is similar; the two implication together
show that � is an ideal set.

Next, we show that � is meet irreducible. Suppose that �1 and �2 are ideal
sets and that � � �1 \ �2. Assume that � is a proper subset of both �1 and �2.

First observe that there is a point �x; y� 2 P \ �I � I� such that
�x; y� 2 �1n�. Indeed, assume the contrary. Since no point of P \ �I � I� lies
in �, we have P \ �I � I� � P n �1. But Pn�1 is closed, so P \ �I � I� � Pn�1.
This implies �1 � � (and therefore �1 � �), contradicting our assumptions.

Since �x; y� is in �1n�, we have �x; y� 2 Pn�2. (Otherwise, �x; y� 2 �1\
�2 � �, a contradiction.)
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Let �a; b� 2 P \ �I � I� and let u � minfa; xg and v � maxfb; yg. (Here
min and max are with respect to the order on I .) Then we have

�u; x� 2 P; �x; y� 2 �1; �y; v� 2 P �) �u; v� 2 �1:
Since �u; v� 2 P \ �I � I� � Pn� we also have �u; v� =2 �2. But since �u; a� 2 P,
�b; v� 2 P and �2 is an ideal set, this implies that �a; b� =2 �2. As �a; b� is arbi-
trary in P \ �I � I�, we obtain P \ �I � I� � Pn�2. Since the latter is a closed
set, this yields P \ �I � I� � Pn�2, which implies � � �2, contrary to as-
sumption. This shows that � must equal one of �1 or �2 and hence is meet
irreducible.

Remark. The mapping from intervals contained in some equivalence class
of G to meet irreducible ideal sets is not one-to-one, even in a context as
simple as a refinement algebra. Some meet irreducible ideal sets can be
written as the complement of P \ �I � I� for a unique interval I from a un-
ique equivalence class. For others, there is at least one such interval I for
each equivalence class from G. It is also possible that different intervals from
the same equivalence class yield the same meet irreducible ideal set. (Here,
the latitude lies in whether or not to include ``end points''.)

Theorem 2.1 has a converse, whose proof requires the following elemen-
tary fact.

Fact 2.2. For each element e of Tn, let Id�e� denote the ideal in Tn generated
by e. If eii, ejj and ekk are three diagonal matrix units with i < j < k, then
Id�eii� \ Id�ekk� � Id�ejj�.

Theorem 2.3. With notation as above, let i be a meet irreducible ideal in A.
Then there is an interval I contained in an equivalence class from G so that the
support set of i is PnP \ �I � I�.

Proof. The first step is to determine the equivalence class which will
contain I . By Theorem 1.2, there is a presentation

A1 ! A2 ! A3 ! � � � ! A

together with an MI-chain �ek�k�1 for which i is the largest ideal which
contains no matrix unit ek from the MI-chain. We shall use the MI-chain to
construct a decreasing sequence of projections p1 � p2 � p3 � . . . with each
pk 2 Dk � Ak \ A�k. Each such decreasing sequence of projections corre-
sponds in a natural way to a point of X and thereby determines an equiva-
lence class in G.

Observe that Id2�e1� is equal to the linear span of matrix units of the form
fsg, where f ; s; g 2 A2 and s is a subordinate of e1 in A2. Since e2 is a matrix
unit and is in Id2�e1�, it has this form. In particular, there is a matrix unit s2
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in A2 which is a subordinate of e1 such that e2 2 Id2�s2�. Let p2 and q2 be the
range and domain projections of s2; i.e., p2 � s2s

�
2 and q2 � s�2s2. If we let

p1 � e1e
�
1 and q1 � e�1e1, then we have p1 � p2 and q1 � q2. Note also that

e2 2 Id2�p2� and e2 2 Id2�q2�, since both of these ideals contain Id2�s2�.
By property (B) for MI-chains, e3 2 Id3�e2�; consequently e3 2 Id3�s2�.

Therefore, there is a matrix unit s3 in A3 which is subordinate to s2 (and
hence to e1) such that e3 2 Id3�s3�. Let p3 � s3s

�
3 and q3 � s�3s3. We have

p2 � p3, q2 � q3, e3 2 Id3�p3� and e3 2 Id3�q3�.
It is now clear that an inductive argument will yield a sequence of matrix

units sn in An with range projections pn and domain projections qn such that:
1) s1 � e1,
2) sn�1 is a subordinate of sn, for all n,
3) en 2 Idn�sn�, en 2 Idn�pn� and en 2 Idn�qn�, for all n, and
4) pn � pn�1 and qn � qn�1, for all n.

Clearly, �pn� and �qn� give points p and q in X . Since �p; q� 2 ê1, p and q de-
termine the same equivalence class in G. This is the equivalence class which
will contain I .

If x 2 X then, for each k, there is a unique minimal projection xk in Dk,
the diagonal of Ak, such that x 2 x̂k. Define I as follows:

I � fx 2 orbp : ek 2 Idk�xk� for all large kg:
Note that both p and q are in I .

For later use we need an observation. Fix k > 1. Let fk and gk be matrix
units in Ak for which ek � fkskgk. For each n � k, let ~sn � fksngk and let ~pn
and ~qn be the range and domain projections of ~sn. Then ~sn, ~pn, ~qn, n � k sa-
tisfy properties analogous to the properties 1)^4) above for sn, pn, qn, n � 1.
In particular, en 2 Idn�~pn� and en 2 Idn�~qn� for all n � k; the points ~p and ~q in
X corresponding to �~pn� and �~qn� lie in I ; and �~p; ~q� 2 êk. Thus, for any ek we
can construct a point �~p; ~q� in êk \ �I � I�.

We must show that I is an interval in orbp. Suppose w < x < y where
w; y 2 I and �wk�, �yk� are the nested sequences of projections associated to w
and y. Recall that we sometimes write w � x when �w; x� 2 P. There is an
integer N such that, for any k � N, all of the following are true:

i) ek 2 Idk�wk�,
ii) ek 2 Idk�yk�,
iii) there is a matrix unit in Ak with initial projection xk and range pro-

jection wk, and
iv) there is a matrix unit in Ak with initial projection yk and range pro-

jection xk.

Now, Ak is a maximal triangular subalgebra of a finite dimensional C�-al-
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gebra and so is a direct sum of Tn's. Conditions iii) and iv) imply that wk, xk
and yk all lie in the same summand; furthermore within that summand xk lies
in between wk and yk in the diagonal ordering. Since the context is now that
of a Tn, Fact 2.2 tells us that Idk�wk� \ Idk�yk� � Idk�xk�. In particular,
ek 2 Idk�xk�. Since this holds for any k � N, x 2 I , this proves that I is an
interval.

It remains to show that i has support set PnP \ �I � I�. Let i0 be the
ideal with support set PnP \ �I � I�.

Suppose e is a matrix unit which is in i but not in i0. Then
ê \ �I � I� 6�1, so there are points x; y 2 I such that �x; y� 2 ê. There is an
integer k such that e 2 Ak, ek 2 Idk�xk�, and ek 2 Idk�yk�. If fk is the matrix
unit in Ak for which �x; y� 2 f̂ k, then fk is a subordinate of e. Since fk gen-
erates Idk�xk� \ Idk�yk�, we have ek 2 Idk�fk�. This implies that fk =2 i and
hence e =2 i, a contradiction. Thus, i � i0.

All that remains is to prove that i0 � i. We observed earlier that, for
each k, there is a point �~p; ~q� 2 êk \ �I � I�. Thus ek =2 i0, for all k. Suppose
that e is a matrix unit which is not in i. By the definition of i, ek 2 Idk�e�
for some k. But this means that e =2 i for otherwise we would have ek 2 i0, a
contradiction. Thus i0 � i.

For each meet irreducible ideal, we can use the associated interval I to
construct a nest representation whose kernel is the ideal.

Theorem 2.4. With notation as above, let i be a meet irreducible ideal in A
with associated interval I as in Theorem 2.3. Then there is a nest representation
of A acting on the Hilbert space `2�I� whose kernel is i. Furthermore, the nest
of invariant subspaces for this representation is an atomic nest with one-di-
mensional atoms.

Proof. Let f�x : x 2 Ig be the standard orthonormal basis for `2�I�. De-
fine � on the matrix units in A by setting

��e��y � 0; if there is no x 2 I such that �x; y� 2 ê;
�x; if there is x 2 I such that �x; y� 2 ê; :

�
for each matrix unit e and basis vector �y. Since ê is a G-set, ��e��y is well
defined and is a partial isometry in b�`2�I��. It is straightforward to check
that ��ef ��y � ��e���f ��y for any two matrix units e; f 2 A; so, the linear
extension of � to the algebra (not closed) generated by the matrix units of A
is an algebra homomorphism.

In order to show that � extends to a representation of A acting on `2�I�,
we shall prove that � has norm 1. Let J denote the equivalence class in X
which contains the interval I . Identify `2�I� as a subspace of `2�J�. Define ~�
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on the matrix units of the C�-envelope, B, of A the same way as � is defined,
except now allow x and y to be any elements of J. The linear extension of ~�

to the (non-closed) algebra generated by the matrix units of B is a �-re-
presentation. This algebra is, in fact, the union of the finite dimensional C�-
algebras Bk � C��Ak�. The restriction of ~� to each Bk is a representation of a
C�-algebra and so has norm 1; consequently ~� has norm 1. Since � is a
compression of the restriction of ~� to the algebra generated by the matrix
units of A, �, too, has norm 1. Thus, � extends to a representation of A.

If M is an invariant subspace for � and if �y 2M, then �x 2M for all
x 2 I with x � y. This is immediate, since x � y means that there is a matrix
unit e 2 A with �x; y� 2 ê. Thus, if M is an invariant subspace for �, there is
an initial segment S of I such that M is generated by f�x : x 2 Sg. This im-
plies that the invariant subspaces for � are totally ordered by inclusion.
Thus, � is a nest representation.

Recall from Theorem 2.3 that i has support set PnP \ �I � I�. If e is a
matrix unit in A then ��e� � 0 if, and only if, ê \ �I � I� �1. If
ê \ �I � I� �1, then P \ �I � I� is disjoint from the open set ê; hence
P \ �I � I� is disjoint from ê. Thus ê � PnP \ �I � I� and so e 2 i. Since
ideals are generated by the matrix units which they contain, it follows that
ker� � i. On the other hand, if e is a matrix unit in i, then we have
ê � PnP \ �I � I�, whence ê \ �I � I� �1 and e 2 ker�. Thus i � ker�

and we have equality.

3. Ideal Sets for Trivially Analytic Algebras

In this and the next section, we shall focus primarily on TAF algebras which
are analytic and whose C�-envelopes are simple. An analytic subalgebra of
an AF C�-algebra is automatically strongly maximal triangular. So the re-
sults of the previous section apply in this setting. The class of trivially ana-
lytic subalgebras of AF C�-algebras is fairly extensive; it includes, for ex-
ample, all full nest algebras. These are algebras with a presentation of the
form

Tn1 ! Tn2 ! Tn3 ! � � � ! A

subject to the requirement that each embedding carries the nest of invariant
projections of Tni into the invariant projections of Tni�1 . The well-known re-
finement algebras form a subfamily of the family of full nest algebras.

In this section we shall give a complete description of all the meet irre-
ducible ideals in a trivially analytic TAF algebra with an injective 0-cocycle
via a description of the meet irreducible ideal sets of the spectrum of the al-
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gebra. This is the setting most analogous to the finite dimensional context. It
is the context with the most intuitive picture of meet irreducible ideal sets.

Remark. The description of the meet irreducible ideal sets is actually valid
in a somewhat more general context, which we outline in this remark. The
basic properties that we need for the description of the meet irreducible ideal
sets are the following:

1. Each equivalence class from G is countable and dense in X .
2. The two projection maps from X � X to X when restricted to G are

open and continuous with respect to the groupoid topology on G.
3. There is a total order � on X which, on each equivalence class from G,

agrees with the order induced by P. Furthermore, the order topology on X
agrees with the original, Gelfand topology on X .

The first of these properties implies that the groupoid C�-algebra associated
with G is simple. The second property is equivalent to G being r-discrete and
admitting a left Haar system. See [R, Prop. 1.2.8].

The third property is the critical one for our purposes. The existence of a
total order on X with these properties follows immediately from the ex-
istence of a trivial cocycle which is the coboundary of an injective 0-cocycle
b: define x � y iff b�x� � b�y�.

The existence of a total order with property 3 is almost, but not quite
equivalent to the existence of a trivial cocycle on X which is the coboundary
of an injective function. Equivalence requires one additional property: the
order � has at most countably many gaps. (A gap is a pair of elements from
X with no intermediate elements from X .)

It is not difficult to construct an example of a triple �X ;P;G� which meets
all of the properties above except that it has uncountably many gaps with
respect to the order on X . (Basically, construct a Cantor like set from the
interval �0; 1� doubling the irrational points instead of the rational points.
For the groupoid G take the union of all sets of the form f�qx; x� : x 2 Ag,
where A is some open interval from X and q is a positive rational number
with the property that qX � X .) The C�-algebra built on such a groupoid
will be inseparable and will fail to have most of the nice properties that
groupoid C�-algebras usually enjoy, so this example is of dubious interest.)

If X does have countably many gaps, construct a one-to-one, continuous
map b : X ÿ! R as follows. Let S be a countable dense subset of X which
does not contain any points which have either an immediate successor or an
immediate predecessor. Let a : S ÿ! �0; 1� be a monotonically increasing
map of S onto a countable, dense subset of �0; 1�. Extend a to a continuous
map (also denoted by a) of X onto �0; 1�. The map a is increasing, but not
necessarily one-to-one. In particular, if x is an immediate predecessor of y,
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then a�x� � a�y�. Let f�xn; yn�g be an enumeration of all the gap pairs from
X . For each x, let ��x� � fn : yn � xg. Define b : X ÿ! �0; 2� by

b�x� � a�x� �
X

n2��x�

1
2n
:

The function b has all the desired properties.
The description of all the meet irreducible ideals in a trivially analytic

TAF algebra with injective 0-cocycle can be verified making use of only the
properties of the spectral triple listed above. It is not necessary to use the
countability of the gap points nor the fact that the enveloping C�-algebra is
AF. The argument, however, is long, tedious, and of little intrinsic interest.
Consequently, we will instead make use of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3 to provide
a much more palatable verification at the expense of a slight loss of gen-
erality.

For the following, assume that A is a trivially analytic TAF algebra with
diagonal D and enveloping C�-algebra B, which is simple. Let �X ;P;G� be
the spectral triple for �D;A;B�. Let � be a total order on X which agrees
with P on equivalence classes from G and assume that the order topology
agrees with the original (Gelfand) topology on X . If a point a 2 X has an
immediate successor, we say that a has a gap above. Similarly, if b has an
immediate predecessor, then b has a gap below.

Notation. For each pair of points a; b 2 X let

�a;b � f�x; y� 2 P : x � a or b � yg
�a;b � �a;b [ f�a; b�g:

Observe that the set �a;b is an open subset of P which satisfies the ideal
property. Thus, it is always the support set for an ideal in A. The set �a;b also
satisfies the ideal property, but it need not be open. It will be an open subset
of P precisely when �a; b� 2 P and there is a neighborhood, �, of �a; b� such
that �nf�a; b�g � �a;b. When this is the case, �a;b is an ideal set. In a refine-
ment algebra, �a;b is an ideal set for all �a; b� 2 P. In a full nest algebra, there
may be points �a; b� for which �a;b is not open. In the following, we shall al-
ways assume that �a;b is an ideal set.

If b � a, then �a;b � P. If a � b, then �a;b � P and �a;b is a maximal ideal
(with codimension 1). The ideal set P is meet irreducible by default and each
�a;a is trivially meet irreducible. Consequently, in the proof of Theorem 3.1,
we always assume a � b.

All meet irreducible ideal sets for a trivially analytic algebra are described
in the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.1. Let A be a trivially analytic TAF algebra with an injective 0-
cocycle such that the C�-envelope of A is simple. Assume that �X ;P;G� is the
spectral triple associated with A and that � is a total order on X compatible
with P. The following is a complete list of all the meet irreducible ideal sets in
P:

1. �a;b if �a; b� 2 P.
2. �a;b if �a; b� =2 P and there is either no gap above for a or no gap below for

b.
3. �a;b if �a; b� 2 P, there is either no gap above for a or no gap below for b,

and �a;b is open.

Proof. Let � be a meet irreducible ideal set contained in P. By Theorem
2.3, there is an equivalence class, orbz, from G and an interval I � orbz such
that � � PnP \ �I � I�. Let a � inf I and b � sup I . The inf and sup are ta-
ken in X with respect to the order �; the compactness of X guarantees that
the inf and sup exist.

We observe first that �a;b � �. Indeed, suppose that �x; y� 2 P and
�x; y� =2 �. Then �x; y� 2 P \ �I � I�. Now, P \ �I � I� � P \ �I � I� (the
containment may be proper), so a � x � b and a � y � b. But this shows
that �x; y� =2 �a;b. Thus, �a;b � �.

The next observation is that � � �a;b. Indeed, suppose that �x; y� 2 Pn�a;b.
Then we know that a � x; y � b and �x; y� 6� �a; b�. If both x 6� a and y 6� b,
then there is an open neighborhood, �, of �x; y� which is contained in Pn�a;b.
We may further assume that the projection maps �1 and �2 are home-
omorphisms on �. In particular, �1��� is an open set in X which contains a.
Consequently, there is a point u 2 I \ �1���. It follows that there is a point
�u; v� 2 P \ �I � I� which is in �. This shows that �x; y� 2 P \ �I � I�. If
x � a and a has no gap above, then y � b and we may argue in much the
same way to conclude that �a; y� 2 P \ �I � I�. If x � a and a has a gap
above, then a 2 I . Since y � b, we also have y 2 I ; in particular,
�a; y� 2 P \ �I � I�. The case in which y � b is handled in an analogous
fashion. This proves that � � �a;b.

Since �a;b and �a;b differ by only one point, we have shown that every meet
irreducible ideal set has one of the two forms �a;b or �a;b. To show that every
meet irreducible ideal set is in the list in the theorem, we just have to show
that the ideals of the form �a;b and �a;b which are not on the list are not meet
irreducible.

To that end, fix �a; b� 2 G� G and let

�1 � f�x; y� 2 P : x � a or b � yg
�2 � f�x; y� 2 P : x � a or b � yg:
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Suppose that �a; b� =2 P and that a has a gap above and that b has a gap be-
low. Since a has a gap above and b has a gap below, both �1 and �2 are open
and therefore ideal sets. It is easy to check that �a;b is unequal to either �1 or
�2 and that �a;b � �1 \ �2. Thus �a;b is not meet irreducible when �a; b� =2 P, a
has a gap above and b has a gap below.

Suppose that �a; b� 2 P and a has a gap above and b has a gap below. We
also assume that a 6� b, since otherwise �a;b � P. Again, the hypotheses in-
sure that �1 and �2 are ideal sets which are unequal to �a;b and that
�a;b � �1 \ �2. Thus, �a;b is not meet irreducible when a has a gap above or b
has a gap below.

It remains only to show that the ideal sets on the list are in fact meet ir-
reducible. This can be done by direct argument or with the help of Theorem
2.1. We will sketch the argument which employs Theorem 2.1.

Suppose that �a; b� 2 P. Let I � fx 2 orba : a � x � bg. Then �a;b �
PnP \ �I � I� and is therefore meet irreducible. Note that this is the only
choice for I which works in this case. In subsequent cases the choice of I will
not be unique.

Suppose that �a; b� =2 P and a does not have a gap above. In this case, let
I � fx 2 orbb : a � x � bg. Then P \ �I � I� � f�x; y� 2 P : a � x; y � bg
and �a;b � PnP \ �I � I� and so is meet irreducible.

Suppose that �a; b� =2 P and b does not have a gap below. This time we let
I � fx 2 orba : a � x � bg. Then �a;b � PnP \ �I � I� and is meet irre-
ducible.

In the case in which a has no gap above and b has no gap below, we take
I � fx 2 orbz : a � x � bg, where z is an arbitrary element of X . Again we
get �a;b � PnP \ �I � I�.

Ideal sets of the form �a;b remain. Suppose that �a; b� 2 P and that a has
no gap above. Let I � fx 2 orbb : a � x � bg. Since �a;b is an ideal set, �a; b�
lies in an open neighborhood N which is a subset of �a;b and therefore dis-
joint from P \ �I � I�. This shows that �a; b� =2 P \ �I � I�. The rest of the
argument needed to show that �a;b � PnP \ �I � I� is similar to what has
been done before. Thus �a;b is meet irreducible when a as no gap above.

The argument that �a;b is meet irreducible when b has no gap below is
analogous the the preceding one. As in the case for �a;b, when neither a has a
gap above nor b has a gap below, there are many choices for the interval I
which will yield �a;b � PnP \ �I � I�.

4. Ideal Sets and the Extended Asymptotic Range

In the first part of this section, we gather some results about ideal sets in the
spectrum of A, and then we give some further results in the case in which the
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extended asymptotic range of the cocycle (to be defined below) is f0;1g.
Throughout this section A will be an analytic TAF algebra whose enveloping
C�-algebra B is simple, and I will be an interval from an equivalence class
from G. As before, we write x � y when �x; y� 2 P. We do not assume that
there is an order on X which extends P. The cocycle c on G will, in general,
not be a coboundary. The simplicity of B is equivalent to the density in X of
each equivalence class from G.

Definitions. For any subset E � X , we say that E is increasing if x 2 E
and x � y imply y 2 E. We define decreasing in an analogous fashion. For
an interval I , if the restriction of the cocycle c to I � I is bounded, we say
that I is finite with respect to c. If cjI � I is unbounded, we say that I is in-
finite with respect to c.

Note that, unlike I , the set E is not totally ordered by � (i.e. by P). We
also point out that infinite intervals exist only when the cocycle is not trivial.
(Trivial cocycles are necessarily bounded.)

There is a considerable difference between the properties of finite intervals
and the properties of infinite intervals. First we gather some results about
infinite intervals. We shall learn shortly that infinite intervals are of little
interest ^ they yield only the trivial 0-ideal.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that I is an interval from an equivalence class which is
infinite with respect to c. Then I is either increasing or decreasing.

Proof. Let orba be the equivalence class which contains I . Assume that I
is neither increasing nor decreasing. Then there exist an element y 2 I and an
element z 2 orba such that y < z and z =2 I . Also, there exist an element x 2 I
and an element w 2 orba such that w < x and w =2 I . Since I is an interval, no
element of I can be less than w nor greater than z. Thus, if �s; t� 2 I � I , we
have either w < s � t < z or w < t � s < z. In particular, the cocycle prop-
erty implies that

0 � c�s; t� � c�w; z� if s � t; and
0 � c�t; s� � c�w; z� if t � s:

Thus, jc�s; t�j � c�w; z� in all cases and I is finite with respect to c ^ contrary
to assumption. This shows that I is either increasing or decreasing.

If � is an open G-set contained in G, and if x 2 �1���, then there is a un-
ique element y 2 X such that �x; y� 2 �; in this situation, we shall often write
y � ��x�. We thereby identify � with a partial homeomorphism of X into X .
In effect, we are using the same symbol for the partial homeomorphism and
for its graph. If V is an open subset of X , we let ��V� denote
f��x� : x 2 V \ �1���g.
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Proposition 4.2. Let I be an infinite interval from an equivalence class.
Then I is dense in X.

Proof. Let V � XnI . We have to show that V �1. Suppose that V is
not empty. We know from Lemma 4.1 that I is either increasing or decreas-
ing. Assume that it is increasing. (If I is decreasing, a similar argument to
the one below will also yield a contradiction.)

From the density of equivalence classes, it follows that X � S ��V�, where
the union is taken over all compact, open G-sets � (See [R]). However, X is a
compact set, so there are finitely many compact, open G-sets �1; . . . ; �k so
that X � Sk

j�1 �j�V�. Since each �j is compact and c is continuous, there is M
such that cj�j <M, for all j.

Since c is unbounded on I , there are points t; x 2 I such that c�t; x� >M.
The �j�V� cover X , so there is j such that x 2 �j�V�; i.e., there is v 2 V such
that x � �j�v�. Now v =2 I (since V is the complement of I) and t 2 I . The fact
that I is increasing implies that v < t. Also, since �v; x� 2 �j and c <M on �j,
we have c�v; x� <M. Thus we have c�v; x� � c�v; t� � c�t; x� with c�v; x� <M
and c�t; x� >M. This implies that c�v; t� < 0. But that means that t < v,
contradicting the observation above that v < t. Thus we conclude that V �
and I � X .

The following proposition is false without the assumption that I is either
increasing or decreasing.

Proposition 4.3. Let I be an interval contained in an equivalence class from
G. Assume that I is either increasing or decreasing and that I is dense in X.
Then P \ �I � I� is dense in P. Consequently, the meet irreducible ideal asso-
ciated with I is the 0-ideal.

Proof. We assume that I is increasing. The proof when I is decreasing is
similar, as usual. Let �x; y� 2 P. Let � be an open G-set such that
�x; y� 2 � � P and the coordinate projections are homeomorphisms on �.
Since I � X , there is a sequence xk 2 �1��� \ I such that xk ! x in X . Let
yk � ��xk�. Since �xk; yk� 2 P and I is increasing, yk 2 I for all k. The co-
ordinate projections are homeomorphisms on �, so yk ! y in X and
�xk; yk� ! �x; y� in P. Thus, �x; y� 2 P \ �I � I� and P \ �I � I� � P.

Corollary 4.4. With the same assumptions as above, I � I is dense in G.

Proof. This follows from the fact that G � P [ Pÿ1.

Corollary 4.5. If I is an infinite interval with respect to the cocycle c, then
the meet irreducible ideal associated with I is f0g.

Proof. Combine Lemma 4.1 and Propositions 4.2 and 4.3.
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Assume that the cocycle c is Z-valued. The standard algebras provide a
class of examples with Z-valued cocycles. See [PW] for more on the re-
lationship between Z-valued cocycles and standard embeddings.

Let I be an interval which is finite with respect to c. We claim that in the
Z-valued cocycle case, the interval I is in fact a set with finite cardinality.
Indeed, let x be any element from I and define a function � : I ÿ! R by
��y� � c�x; y�. Observe that � is one-to-one. (If ��y1� � ��y2�, the
c�x; y1� � c�x; y2� and hence c�y1; y2� � c�y1; x� � c�x; y2� � ÿc�x; y1��
c�x; y2� � 0. Since cÿ1�f0g� is the diagonal, y1 � y2.) Thus, � is a bounded,
integer valued, one-to-one map on I . It is now immediate that I is a finite
set.

If I is a finite set, then of course P \ �I � I� � P \ �I � I�. Thus the com-
plement of the ideal set � associated with I is a finite subset of P. If i is the
ideal corresponding to � and � is the nest representation given by Theorem
2.3, then the construction of � implies that � acts on a finite dimensional
Hilbert space. Consequently, i has finite co-dimension in A. Thus, we have
the following proposition:

Proposition 4.6. Let A be an analytic TAF algebra whose C�-envelope is
simple and which has a Z-valued cocycle. Then any non-trivial meet irreducible
ideal in A has finite co-dimension.

The results about the complement of the ideal set for a meet irreducible
ideal in an analytic algebra with a Z-valued cocycle can be extended in
modified form to a broader class of algebras. For this we need the concept of
asymptotic range from [, ] and a modification of asymptotic range from [R,
Definition 1.4.3] and a modification of asymptotic range from [S, p. 345].
.

Definitions. If c is a real valued cocycle, the range of c is R�c� � c�G�. If
U is a non-empty open subset of X , cU will denote the restriction of c to
G \ �U �U�. The asymptotic range of c is R1�c� �

T
R�cU �, where the un-

ion is taken over all non-empty open subsets of X . We say that 1 is an
asymptotic value of c if, for every M > 0 and every non-empty open subset
U � X , R�cU� \ �M;1� 6�1. Finally, we define the extended asymptotic
range of c to be

R1�c� if 1 is not an asymptotic value of c;
R1�c� [ f1g if 1 is an asymptotic value of c:

�
It is shown in [S] that the extended asymptotic value is an invariant for the

algebra (with respect to isometric isomorphism) and that there are only four
possible values for ~R1�c�: the sets f0g, f0;1g, R [ f1g and �Z [ f1g for
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some � 6� 0. The first case, ~R1�c� � f0g occurs if, and only if, the cocycle c
is trivial. On the other hand, the standard algebras satisfy ~R1�c� � f0;1g.

Theorem 4.7. Assume that A is an analytic TAF algebra whose cocycle c
has extended asymptotic range ~R1�c� � f0;1g. Assume also that the C�-en-
velope of A is simple. Let I be an interval from an equivalence class of G which
is finite with respect to c. Then I has empty interior. Consequently, P \ �I � I�
has empty interior in P; i.e., the ideal set � corresponding to I is dense in P.

Proof. Suppose I � orba and that I has non-empty interior. We first ob-
serve that we may as well assume, without loss of generality, that I � X .
Indeed, if the interior of I is non-empty, then there is a compact open subset
V � X such that V � I . We can then simply replace G by G restricted to V .
We just need to note that ~R1�cjG \ �V � V�� � ~R1�c� � f0;1g.

The assumption that I is finite with respect to c implies that there is a
number M such that jc�x; y�j �M for all x; y 2 I . Since ~R1�c� � f0;1g, for
every x 2 X and every � > 0 we can find an open set U��; x� containing x
such that

R
ÿ
c jG \ �U��; x� �U��; x��� \ ��; 2M� �1:

Consequently

R
ÿ
c j �I � I� \ �U��; x� �U��; x��� � �ÿ�; ��:

Suppose that xn 2 I and xn ! x. Then there is N such that for n � N,
xn 2 U��; x�. Hence, for n;m � N,

jc�a; xn� ÿ c�a; xm�j � jc�xm; xn�j � �:
It follows that �c�a; xn�� is a Cauchy sequence and therefore has a limit.

If yn is another sequence from I such that yn ! x, then by the same argu-
ment the ``interwoven'' sequence c�a; x1�, c�a; y1�, c�a; x2�, c�a; y2�; . . . is also
Cauchy. Consequently, lim

n!1 c�a; xn� � lim
n!1 c�a; yn�.

We now define

g�x� � lim
n!1 c�a; xn�; where xn 2 I and xn ! x:

The argument above shows that g is well defined; we next show that g is
continuous. Fix x 2 X and � > 0. We shall show that for any y 2 U��; x�,
jg�y� ÿ g�x�j � �, thereby verifying that g is continuous. There exist se-
quences xn 2 U��; x� \ I and yn 2 U��; x� \ I such that xn ! x and yn ! y.
But then jc�a; xn� ÿ c�a; yn�j � jc�yn; xn�j � �. This holds for all n, so
jg�x� ÿ g�y�j � �.
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Since g�x� � c�a; x� for all x 2 I , it follows that c�x; y� � g�y� ÿ g�x� on
I � I .

By assumption, the cocycle c is unbounded on G. Since G \ �orba � orba�
is dense in G, it follows that c is unbounded on orba � orba.

Write orba �
S1

n�1 In, where I � I1 � I2 � . . . are intervals in orba and the
restriction of c to In � In is bounded for every n. By the arguments above, for
each n there is a continuous function gn defined on X such that
c�x; y� � gn�y� ÿ gn�x� on In � In. From the definition of the gn, it follows
that, for m < n, gnjIm � gmjIm. This shows that gn � gm for all n;m (since gn
and gm are continuous and In � Im � X�.

In particular, for x 2 In, g�x� � gn�x� � c�a; x�. This holds for all n, so in
fact g�x� � c�a; x� for all x 2 orba. Therefore c�x; y� � g�y� ÿ g�x� on
orba � orba. By the continuity of c and g and the density of orba � orba in G,
we have c�x; y� � g�y� ÿ g�x� for all �x; y� 2 G. But this says that c is a trivial
cocycle and hence that ~R1 � f0g, contrary to assumption.

We have now proved that I has empty interior in X . It follows that
P \ �I � I� has empty interior in P. Since P \ �I � I� � P \ �I � I�, the re-
maining assertions of the theorem follow.

Remark. If ~R1�c� � f0;1g, then every interval contained in an equiva-
lence class is either dense in X or else nowhere dense. It follows that if i is a
proper meet irreducible ideal in A and if e is any matrix unit from A, then
there is a diagonal projection q such that qe 2 i.

Example 4.8. The next section studies completely meet irreducible ideals
in strongly maximal TAF algebras. It is convenient to observe here that the
meet irreducible ideal associated with the interval I in the previous theorem
need not be completely meet irreducible. Consider an alternating TAF alge-
bra, which can be described by the cocycle

c�x; y� �
X1

n�ÿ1
2n�yn ÿ xn�;

where X �Q1n�ÿ1f0; 1g and x � y if xn � yn for jnj > N. One can verify that
~R1�c� � f0;1g by an argument similar to [S, Example 7.3]. Now set

!n �
1 if n is even;
0 if n is odd:

(
and ! � �!n�n 2 X . Also, let

z�n�k �
!k if k � 0 or k < ÿ2n;
1 otherwise.

�
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and

y�n�k �
!k if k � 0 or k < ÿ2n;
0 otherwise.

�
Then if I � fy 2 �!� : yn � !n for n � 0g, we have z�n� � z�n�k

� �
k
2 I and

y�n� � y�n�k

� �
k
2 I . Moreover, observe that

0 � c�!; z�n�� ÿ! 1
3 and 0 � c�!; y�n�� ÿ! ÿ 2

3 :

If we write cn for c�!; z�n�� and dn for c�!; y�n��, then we have cn�1 > cn and
dn�1 < dn, for all n. Thus, for all z 2 I we have ÿ 2

3 < c�!; z� < 1
3.

Now set In � fy 2 I : dn � c�!; y� � cng. Clearly,
P \ �I � I� �

[
n

�P \ �In � In��

so that, if we write J�I� and J�In� for the corresponding ideals, then

J�I� �
\
n

J�In�:

If J�I� � J�In� for some n, then

P \ �I � I� � P \ �In � In�:
But

P \ �In � In� � cÿ1 �0; cn ÿ dn�� �;
hence also

P \ �In � In� � cÿ1 �0; cn ÿ dn�� �:
But

c y�n�1�; z�n�1�
� �

� c y�n�1�; !
� �

� c !; z�n�1�
� �

� cn�1 ÿ dn�1 > cn ÿ dn:

Hence

y�n�1�; z�n�1�
� �

2 P \ �I � I�� �n P \ �In � In�
h i

;

showing that J�I� 6� J�In� for any n.
Summarizing, J�I� is the intersection of the J�In�; n 2 Z but is not equal to

any J�In� and so J�I� is not completely meet irreducible. In contrast, if the
TAF algebra is the standard embedding algebra, then all intervals associated
with non-zero ideals are finite; it is easy to see that the associated ideals are
completely meet irreducible, since they have finite co-dimension.
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5. Completely Meet Irreducible Ideals

Here, we consider completely meet irreducible ideals, an important subset of
the meet irreducible ideals. In particular, we obtain analogues of
Theorem 1.2 and 3.1 for these ideals. This allows us to show that MIC�A�,
the essential tool used in [DH] to study TAF algebras with isomorphic lat-
tices of ideals, is isomorphic, as a set, to the family of all completely meet
irreducible ideals. In the case in which an algebra is generated by its order
preserving normalizer, there is a natural bijection between the spectrum of
the algebra and the family of completely meet irreducible ideals.

Definition. An ideal i is said to be completely meet irreducible provided
that, whenever i � T�2� i�, we have i � i�, for some � 2 �.

Definition. A sequence �ek�k�N of matrix units from A will be called a
CMI-chain if the following three conditions are satisfied for all k � N:

(A) ek 2 Ak.
(B) ek�1 2 Idk�1�ek�.
(C) The ideal in A generated by ek ÿ ek�1 does not contain ej, for any

j � N.

Of course, conditions (A) and (B) are just the conditions for the sequence
to be an MI-chain.

Remark. The three conditions above imply that ek�1 is a subordinate of
ek, for each k. Indeed, suppose that ek�1 is not a subordinate of ek. Let f be
any subordinate of ek and let r � ff � be the range projection of f and s � f �f
the initial projection of f . Observe that f � reks 2 Idk�1�ek� and rek�1s � 0.
Since ek�1 is not in the ideal in A generated by ek ÿ ek�1 and
f � r�ek ÿ ek�1�s, we conclude that ek�1 is not in the ideal in A generated by
f . In particular, ek�1 =2 Idk�1�f �. Since this is true for each subordinate of ek,
it follows that ek�1 =2 Idk�1�ek�. But this contradicts condition �B�.

Theorem 5.1. Let A be a strongly maximal TAF algebra with some pre-
sentation. If i is an ideal in A, then i is completely meet irreducible if, and
only if, i is the ideal corresponding to a CMI-chain of matrix units in the
presentation.

Proof. Suppose that i is completely meet irreducible. If j is the inter-
section of all ideals of A that properly contain i, then, by hypothesis, j
properly contains i. By the choice of j, there is no ideal, k, such that
i 6�k 6� j.

If A1 ! A2 ! A3 ! � � � ! A is a presentation for A, then there is some N
such that i \ AN 6� j \ AN . It is easy to see that for each j � N, there is
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exactly one matrix unit, call it ej, that is in j \ Aj but not in i \ Aj . By
construction, i is the largest ideal that does not contain ej for any j � N.
Also, ej ÿ ej�1 must be in i, since it is in j \ Aj�1 and ej�1 is not a sub-
ordinate of it. Thus, �ej�j�N is a CMI-chain. (Note: this can also be proved
by appealing to [Dh, Lemma 2].)

Suppose that i is the ideal corresponding to a CMI-chain �ek�k�N . First
observe that condition (C) implies that ek ÿ ek�1 2 i, for each k. Let j be
an ideal that properly contains i. By the definition of i, there is some j � N
so that ej�1 2 j. But since ej ÿ ej�1 2 i � j, this implies that ej 2 j. It
follows that j contains eN . Hence, for a set of ideals each of which properly
contains i, the intersection will contain eN , and thus will properly contain
i. This shows that i is completely meet irreducible.

Unlike MI-chains, CMI-chains are essentially unique; in fact, we can
prove slightly more.

Proposition 5.2. If i is a completely meet irreducible ideal with CMI-chain
�ei� and �fi� is an MI-chain that also gives i, then there is some K so that for
all k � K, fk � ek.

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 5.1, we have a unique ideal j, prop-
erly containing i, that is the meet of all ideals properly containing i. Fur-
ther, there is some integer L so that for all k � L, ek is the unique matrix unit
of the k-th algebra that is in j but not in i. If �fi� is an MI-chain associated
to i, then i is the largest ideal which does not contain any fi. Thus, j
contains some fJ (and hence all fi for all i � J, by the condition that fi�1 be
in the ideal generated by fi). Since no fi is in i, it follows that for all
k � K � max�L; J�, fk is a matrix unit in j but not in i, and hence fk equals
ek.

In order to show the connection between completely meet irreducible
ideals and the theory in [DH], we need some definitions and notation from
Section 2 of that paper.

Definition. If i and j are ideals in A, we call �i;j� a minimal interval
if i 6� j and if, whenever k is an ideal in A with i �k � j, then either
k � i or k � j.

Definition. If �i;j� is a minimal interval, its cone is the set
fk : j �k _ig. Let MIC�A� denote the set of all equivalence classes of
minimal intervals under the equivalence relation of equal cones.

Remark. Each equivalence class of minimal intervals contains a maximal
representative, �i;j�. Just take i � Wi� and j � Wj�, where both spans
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are taken over all minimal intervals �i�;j�� in the equivalence class. Thus,
we could equally well define MIC�A� to be the set of all maximal re-
presentatives.

Proposition 5.3. Let A be a strongly maximal TAF algebra. The set of all
completely meet irreducible ideals in A coincides with MIC�A�.

Proof. Let i be completely meet irreducible. Set j equal to the inter-
section of all ideals in A which properly contain i. By the complete meet
irreducibility of i, j properly contains i. So, �i;j� is a minimal interval
and hence gives an element of MIC�A�.

Fix an element of MIC�A� and let �i;j� be the maximal representative of
the equivalence class. If �i0;j0� is any element of the equivalence class, then
i is the join of all ideals k for which k _i0 does not contain j0 and j is
the join of j0 and i. Repeat the argument of Proposition 5.1 or invoke
[DH, Lemma 2] to see that there is a CMI-chain of matrix units �ej�j�N for
which i is the associated ideal. By Proposition 5.1, i is completely meet
irreducible.

The next result establishes a bijection between the spectrum of an algebra
and the set of completely meet irreducible ideals, provided that the algebra is
generated by its order preserving normalizer. Again, we need a few defini-
tions. The first is from [PPW].

Definition. The diagonal order is the partial order defined on the collec-
tion of all projections in the diagonal, D, of A as follows: e � f if there is a
normalizing partial isometry, w, in A such that e � ww� and f � w�w.

Definition. If w is a normalizing partial isometry, then the map,
xÿ!w�xw, induces a bijection between the diagonal projections which are
subprojections of ww� and the diagonal projections which are subprojections
of w�w. We say that w is order preserving if this map preserves the diagonal
order restricted to its range and domain. We define the order preserving
normalizer of A to be the set of all normalizing partial isometries which are
order preserving.

Remark. If is the graph of an order preserving partial isometry (i.e., � is
an order preserving G-set), then there cannot be distinct points �x; y� 2 � and
�u; v� 2 � such that x � u � v � y, where, as usual, x � u means �x; u� 2 P.
This can be easily seen by looking at the action of � on the sequences of di-
agonal matrix units which correspond to the points x, u, v, y in X . As in the
previous section, when �x; y� 2 � and �u; v� 2 � , we write y � ��x� and
v � ��u�; thus � order preserving says that we cannot have x < u and
��u� < ��x�.
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The concept of an order preserving normalizer first appeared in [MS1] in a
groupoid context; the term used there for the graph of an order preserving
normalizing partial isometry is monotone G-set . The order preserving nor-
malizer was studied by Power in [P3], where it was called the strong normal-
izer . Note that a sum of order preserving elements which is again a partial
isometry is order preserving if, and only if, the ideal generated by each
summand contains none of the other summands.

For the remainder of this section, we assume that the algebra A is gener-
ated by its order preserving normalizer. Algebras with this property were
characterized in terms of their presentations in [DHo]. The characterization
involves embeddings which are locally order preserving.

Definition. Let A1 and A2 be triangular subalgebras of finite dimensional
C�-algebras. An embedding � : A1 ÿ! A2 is locally order preserving if ��e� is
order preserving for each matrix unit e 2 A.

An algebra A is generated by its order preserving normalizer if, and only if,
there is a presentation for A such that for any contraction of the presenta-
tion, the embeddings in the contraction are locally order preserving [DHo,
Theorem 18]. Another way to put this is that each matrix unit in Aj is order
preserving in Ak when it is viewed as an element of Ak, for any k > j. This is,
of course, equivalent to saying that there is a system of matrix units such
that each matrix unit is an order preserving partial isometry in A.

Theorem 5.4. Let A be a strongly maximal TAF algebra which is generated
by its order preserving normalizer. Then there is a bijection between the spec-
trum, P, of A and the set of completely meet irreducible ideals in A.

Although one way to prove this theorem is to combine Proposition 5.3
and [DH, Theorem 7], we give two self-contained proofs. All three argu-
ments use essentially the same underlying map, but the first proof below uses
the inductive limit structure while the second uses the groupoid structure. In
particular, the second proof is not limited to subalgebras of AF C�-algebras.

Proof 1. Fix a presentation for A with the property that every embedding
is locally order preserving. By Proposition 5.1, there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between completely meet irreducible ideals in A and CMI-chains.
But when every embedding is locally order preserving, the CMI conditions
are satisfied by every chain �ej� for which each ej�1 is a subordinate of ej.
The proof is completed by observing that the collection of all such chains is
in natural one-to-one correspondence with the spectrum, P, of A.

Proof 2. Given �x; y� 2 P, let I � �x; y� � fu : x � u � yg be a closed in-
terval in an equivalence class and let Q�x; y� � P \ �I � I�. Let J�x; y� be the
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(meet irreducible) ideal whose support is PnP \ �I � I�. We shall show that
the map �x; y� ÿ! J�x; y� is a bijection from P onto the collection of com-
pletely meet irreducible ideals.

First, we make a useful observation. If � is an order preserving G-set
which contains �x; y� then � \Q�x; y� � f�x; y�g. To see this, first note that
� \ P \ �I � I� � f�x; y�g Ð this is just the remark after the definition of or-
der preserving partial isometry. Secondly, if �w; z� 2 � \Q�x; y�, then there is
a sequence �xn; yn� 2 P \ �I � I� such that �xn; yn� ÿ! �u; v�. For large n,
�xn; yn� 2 � ; therefore, �xn; yn� 2 � \Q�x; y�. Thus, xn � x and yn � y for
large n; this shows that u � x and v � y, verifying the observation.

Next we show that each ideal, J�x; y�, is completely meet irreducible. It is
convenient to work with the complements of ideal sets, so suppose that
Q�x; y� � SF�, where each F� is the complement in P of an ideal set. Since
I � �x; y� is a closed interval, �x; y� 2 Q�x; y� � SF�; hence, there is a se-
quence of points �xn; yn� 2 F�n such that �xn; yn� ÿ! �x; y�. Let � be an order
preserving G-set which contains �x; y�. Since � is open, there exists k such
that �xk; yk� 2 � . Thus, �xk; yk� 2 � \Q�x; y� � f�x; y�g. So xk � x and yk � y
and, hence, F�k � Q�x; y�.

To see that the map �x; y� ÿ! J�x; y� is onto the family of completely meet
irreducible ideals, let i be such an ideal. Let � be the support set for i.
Observe that if �x; y� 2 Pn�, then Q�x; y� � Pn�. Thus[

�x;y� =2 �
Q�x; y� � Pn�:

(Equality follows from the fact that each �x; y� 2 Q�x; y�.) Thus
� � T�x;y� =2 � PnQ�x; y� and hence i � T�x;y� =2 � J�x; y�. By the complete irre-
ducibility of i, i � J�x; y�, for some �x; y�.

It remains to show that the mapping is one-to-one. Assume that
J�x; y� � J�u; v� for points �x; y�; �u; v� 2 P. Then Q�x; y� � Q�u; v�. Let �1
and �2 be order preserving G-sets such that �x; y� 2 �1 and �u; v� 2 �2. Since
�x; y� 2 Q�u; v�, there is a sequence �xn; yn� 2 �1 such that �xn; yn�ÿ!�x; y�
and u � xn � yn � v. For every n, �xn; yn� 2 Q�u; v�; hence[

n

Q�xn; yn� � Q�u; v� � Q�x; y�:

Since �x; y� � limn�xn; yn� 2
S
Q�xn; yn�, we have Q�x; y� � SQ�xn; yn�. Thus

Q�x; y� � Q�u; v� � SQ�xn; yn�. Since Q�x; y� is completely meet irreducible,
there is m such that Q�x; y� � Q�u; v� � Q�xm; ym�. We have u � xm � ym � v
and, also, �u; v� 2 Q�xm; ym�; hence, there are zk, wk such that
�zk;wk� ÿ! �u; v� and xm � zk � wk � ym, for all k. Without loss of general-
ity, we may assume that �zk;wk� 2 �2, for all k. But then u � xm � zk �
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wk � ym � v. Since �2 is order preserving, we must have u � zk, for every k.
Thus, u � xm � u; i.e., u � xm. We can replace the sequence f�xn; yn�g1n�1 by
f�xn; yn�g1n�N for every N 2; hence we can find a subsequence �xmk� such that
xmk � u, for all k. Therefore, x � lim xmk � u. This shows that �x; y� � �u; v�
and the mapping is one-to-one.

In Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, we construct, for each meet irreducible ideal, an
interval in the spectrum and a nest representation. If the ideal is completely
meet irreducible, then it seems plausible that the interval and the nest may
have a special form. We establish this in the next theorem. First we need the
following fact, which is implicit in the proofs of Theorem 5.4.

Lemma 5.5. If is the support set of a completely meet irreducible ideal i and
� is the support set of j � Tfk 2 Id�A� : i 6�kg, then �n� � f�x; y�g, for
some point �x; y� 2 P. Moreover, if A is generated by its order preserving nor-
malizer, then �x; y� is precisely the point associated to i by Theorem 5.4.

Proof. Observe that since i is completely meet irreducible, j properly
contains i. As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, there is a sequence of matrix
units, call it �ek�, so that ek is the unique matrix unit of Ak that is in j but
not in i. It follows that, for each k, the support set of j=i is contained
inthe support of ek in the spectrum. By the proof of Theorem 5.1, we know
the ek form a CMI-chain, and so determine a point �x; y� in the spectrum.
Moreover, the support sets of the ek form a neighbourhood base for �x; y�,
so the intersection of the support sets is exactly the singleton f�x; y�g.

Looking at the first proof of Theorem 5.4, the point in P associated to i
is precisely the point determined by �ek�, i.e., �x; y�.

Theorem 5.6. Suppose i is a completely meet irreducible ideal, j is the
meet of all ideals properly containing i and �x; y� is the one point difference of
their support sets. If I is an interval in X so that PnP \ �I � I� is the support of
i, then I � �x; y� � fz 2 X : �x; z�; �z; y� 2 Pg.

Before proving this result, we note the following immediate corollary:

Corollary 5.7. If i is a completely meet irreducible ideal and n is the
nest of the nest representation with kernel i constructed in Theorem 2.4, then
0 has an immediate successor in n and 1 has an immediate predecessor.

Proof of Theorem 5.6. If P \ �I � I� does not contain �x; y� then, by
Lemma 5.5, P \ �I � I� is contained in the complement of the support of j,
a closed set. Hence PnP \ �I � I� contains the support set of j, contra-
dicting our hypothesis. This shows that P \ �I � I� contains �x; y� and so I
contains at least the interval from x to y.
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However, every point �a; y� where a is not in the interval from x to y, is in
the support set of i^to see this, observe that since �x; y� is in the support of
j, an ideal set, �a; y� � �a; x� � �x; y� is in j and as �a; y� 6� �x; y�, it must
also be in the support of i. Thus, I cannot contain any points in the
equivalence class of x and y that are less than x. Similarly, it cannot contain
any points greater than y, and so I must be exactly the specified interval.

Next, we show that the sufficient condition of Corollary 5.7 is not neces-
sary and, moreover, that there is no neccessary and sufficient condition that
characterizes nests arising from completely meet irreducible ideals.

Example 5.8. We give two ideals in different full nest algebras that are
represented on the same nest algebra, yet one ideal is completely meet irre-
ducible and the other is not. It follows that there is no condition on the nest
of a nest representation that characterizes when the inducing ideal is com-
pletely meet irreducible.

Consider the 31 UHF C�-algebra. Our first full nest algebra is the refine-
ment embedding TAF algebra and the ideal is that associated to the CMI-
chain given by

e�2�2;8; e
�3�
5;23; e

�4�
14;68; e

�5�
41;203; . . .

where �e�k�i;j �i;j are the usual matrix units for T3k . It is straightforward to
check that this sequence of matrix units, call it �fi�i�2, is a CMI-chain.

The second full nest algebra is also a triangular subalgebra of the 31 UHF
C�-algebra given by

T3 ! T9 ! T27 ! � � � !t

The difference is that the inclusions from T3n to T3n�1 is the multiplicity three
refinement embedding followed by conjugation by the unitary I3 �U�
U2 � � � � �Un=3ÿ1, where

U �
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

24 35:
Note that, as U2 � I3, the conjugating unitary simplifies to I3 �U�
I3 � � � � �U � I3.

The ideal is given by the same sequence of matrix units as before. How-
ever, this time �fi�i�2 is only an MI-chain, not a CMI-chain. For example,
f2 � e�2�2;8 is sent to

e�3�4;22 � e�3�5;23 � e�3�6;24
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and so f3 is in the ideal generated by f2 ÿ f3. Thus, we cannot build a CMI-
chain starting at f2. Similar arguments apply to each fi, and so the sequence
does not give a CMI-chain.

However, each �n agrees with the refinement embedding on the diagonal,
so the diagonals of the two algebras are isomorphic. Since the initial and fi-
nal projections of the fi are the same in the two diagonals, it follows that the
construction of Theorem 2.3 gives the same interval for both ideals. Thus,
the nests constructed as in Theorem 2.4 will also be the same, as claimed.

Theorem 3.1 gives a complete description of all the meet irreducible ideal
sets in the case when the spectrum, X , of the diagonal carries a total order
compatible with the partial order induced by the spectrum, P, of the TAF
algebra. (Note that the algebras of Example 5.8 fit into this framework.) It is
not difficult to determine which of these meet irreducible ideal sets is, in fact,
completely meet irreducible. First, we need a lemma identifying the ideal set
associated with an arbitrary intersection of ideals. (The family of ideal sets is
not a complete lattice with respect to set intersection and union. It is, of
course, a lattice and this lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of ideals via the
association of ideals with ideal sets.) In what follows, �S� denotes the topo-
logical interior of S.

Lemma 5.9. Let A be a TAF algebra with spectral triple �X ;P;G�. Let i� be
a family of ideals in A and let i � T� i�. Let �� and � be the ideal sets in P
associated with i� and i, respectively. Then � � int�\����.

Proof. Since i � i�, we have � � �� , for all �. Thus � � \���. But � is
an open set, so � � int�\����. For the reverse containment, let
�x; y� 2 int�\����. Then there is a compact, open G-set, N, such that
�x; y� 2 N � int�\����. In particular, N � ��, for all �. Let eN be a partial
isometry in A whose graph is N. Then eN 2 i�, for all �; hence, eN 2 i. This
shows that N � �; in particular, �x; y� 2 �.

Recall that �a;b denotes the ideal set f�x; y� 2 P : x � a or b � yg. When
�a; b� 2 P, the set �a;b [ f�a; b�g may or may not be an open subset of P.
When it is open, it is an ideal set and we denote it by �a;b.

Proposition 5.10. Let A be a trivially analytic TAF algebra with an in-
jective 0-cocycle such that the C�-envelope of A is simple. Assume that
�X ;P;G� is the spectral triple associated with A and that � is a total order on
X compatible with the spectral triple. If �a;b [ f�a; b�g is open, then the ideal
associated with �a;b is completely meet irreducible. No other ideal is completely
meet irreducible.

Proof. First assume that �a; b� 2 P and that �a;b [ f�a; b�g is open. To
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prove that �a;b is completely meet irreducible (in the sense that it is not the
interior of the intersection of all ideal sets which strictly contain �a;b), it
suffices to show that if � is an ideal set which strictly contains �a;b, then
�a; b� 2 � . Let �x; y� be an element of � which is not in �a;b. Then we must
have a � x and y � b. If either x � a or y � b, then x and y are in the same
equivalence class as a and b and the ideal property for � implies that
�a; b� 2 � . If a � x and y � b, then the only problem is that x and y might
not be in the equivalence class of a and b. But the fact that the two co-
ordinate projection maps are local homeomorphisms on G guarantees the
existence of a neighborhood, N, of �x; y� such that N � � and such that
�s; t� 2 N implies a � s and t � b. The density of equivalence classes (the
simplicity of the C�-envelope of A) implies that there is an element �s; t� 2 N
such that s and t are in the same equivalence class as a and b. The ideal
property now implies that �a; b� 2 � .

It remains to show that no other ideal set is completely meet irreducible.
Since completely meet irreducible ideal sets are meet irreducible, we need
only show that all of the ideal sets listed in Theorem 3.1 except for the �a;b
with �a;b [ f�a; b�g open are not completely meet irreducible. We claim that
it suffices to prove the following property: (�) let a; b 2 X ; suppose that
�x; y� 2 P, that �x; y� =2 �a;b, and that �x; y� 6� �a; b�. Then there is an ideal set
� such that �a;b � � and �x; y� =2 � .

To see that property (�) yields the proposition, consider first the case when
�a; b� 2 P but �a;b [ f�a; b�g is not open. From property (�), the intersection
of all ideal sets which properly contain �a;b is �a;b [ f�a; b�g; the interior of
the latter set is �a;b. Thus �a;b is the interior of the intersection of all ideal
sets which properly contain it; i.e. �a;b is not completely meet irreducible.
Next consider �a;b when �a; b� =2 P. In this case, property (�) implies that �a;b
is the intersection of all ideal sets which properly contain it; again �a;b is not
completely meet irreducible. Finally consider ideal sets of the form �a;b. Then
property (�) implies that �a;b is the intersection of all ideal sets which strictly
contain it and hence is not completely meet irreducible.

It remains to verify property (�). If a � b, then property (�) is vacuous.
(And, in any event, �a;a is a maximal ideal and hence is trivially completely
meet irreducible.) So assume that a � b. Suppose that �x; y� 2 P, �x; y� =2 �a;b,
and �x; y� 6� �a; b�. Since �x; y� =2 �a;b, we have a � x and y � b. Since
�x; y� 6� �a; b�, we further have that either a � x or y � b. This means that at
least one of the two points �a; a� and �b; b� is an element of � � �x;y. But
neither �a; a� nor �b; b� is an element of �a;b, so � is an ideal set which prop-
erly contains �a;b and which does not contain �x; y�.
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6. A Distance Formula

In this section we prove a distance formula for ideals in strongly maximal
TAF algebras which is analogous to the distance formula for a nest algebra.
First we prove the distance formula for the special case of an elementary
groupoid of type n [R, III.1.1], i.e., the groupoid corresponding to Mn�C�X��
where X is a suitable topological space. Recall that we use �i; j� for the set
fi; i � 1; . . . ; jg.

Proposition 6.1. Let X be a locally compact, second countable Hausdorff
topological space, let H � X � �1; n� � �1; n� and suppose that Y � H satisfies
�x; �i; j�� 2 Y implies �x; �i0; j0�� 2 Y for all i0, j0 with i0 � i, j0 � j. If f 2 C�H�
satisfies

sup f jfxg��i0;n���1;j0�
  : fxg � �i0; n� � �1; j0� � Y
n o

� 1;���

where the norm is the matrix norm of the restriction of f , then there is
g 2 C�H� so that g � f on Y and, for each x 2 X,

gjfxg��1;n���1;n�
  � 1:

Proof. First we order the n2 coordinates of �1; n� � �1; n� in such a way
that �n; 1� is first, �1; n� is last and, if i1 � i2 and j1 � j2, then �i1; j1� precedes
�i2; j2�. There are clearly many ways to do this. Write Zm for the first m co-
ordinates in this ordering. Let g0 � f . We define, inductively, gm 2 C�H� so
that

(1) gm � f on Y , and
(2) condition (�) is satisfied for gm in place of f and Y [ �X � Zm� in place

of Y .

Setting g � gn2 then completes the proof.
We start by defining, for a � 0 and b 2 C,

h�a; b� �
0; if b � 0;
b
jbjmin�jbj; a�; if b 6� 0:

8<:
We have the following three properties: (a) jh�a; b�j � a, (b) if jbj � a, then
h�a; b� � b, and (c) for continuous functions a�x�, b�x� with a�x� � 0,
b�x� 2 C, the map x 7! h��a�x�; b�x�� is continuous.

By (c), we have g1 2 C�H� where g1 is defined by
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g1�x; �i; j�� � h�1; f �x; �n; 1���; if �i; j� � �n; 1�;
f �x; �i; j��; if �i; j� 6� �n; 1�:

�
Also, if �x; �n; 1�� 2 Y , then (�) above implies that jf �x; �n; 1��j � 1 and (b)
shows that g1�x; �n; 1�� � f �x; �n; 1��. Hence we get g1 � f on Y . If
�x; �n; 1�� =2 Y , then we get jg1�x; �n; 1��j � 1 (by (a)) and, thus, (�) holds for
g1 and Y [ f�x; �n; 1�� : x 2 Xg. This completes the initial induction step.

Assume that g1; . . . ; gmÿ1 are defined satisfying (1) and (2). To define gm
we change gmÿ1 only on X � �ZmnZmÿ1�. Write ZmnZmÿ1 � f�p; q�g. For
brevity, we use g in place of gmÿ1. For each x 2 X , we obtain matrices by
restricting g as follows:

A�x� � gjfxg��p�1;n���1;qÿ1�;
B�x� � gjfxg�fpg��1;qÿ1�;
C�x� � gjfxg��p�1;n��fqg:

If one of the intervals is empty, the appropriate matrices are zero; e.g., if
�p; q� � �n; 2�, C�x� � A�x� � 0.

For every x 2 X , we set

K�x� � B�x��I ÿ A��x�A�x��ÿ1=2 2M1;qÿ1;

L�x� � �I ÿ A�x�A�x���ÿ1=2C�x� 2Mnÿp;1;

t�x� � �I ÿ K�x�K�x���ÿ1=2�I ÿ L�x��L�x��ÿ1=2 2; t�x� � 0;
s�x� � ÿK�x�A�x��L�x� 2 C

Then, by [DKW, Theorem 1.2], for every number w with jwj � t�x�, the ma-
trix

B�x� w� s�x�
A�x� C�x�

� �
has norm less than or equal to 1. In fact, this is also a necessary condition.
We now define

gm�x; �i; j�� � gmÿ1�x; �i; j��; if �i; j� 6� �p; q�;
s�x� � h�t�x�; gmÿ1�x; �p; q�� ÿ s�x��; if �i; j� � �p; q�:

�
For �x; �i; j�� 2 Y , if �i; j� 6� �p; q�, then gm�x; �i; j�� � gmÿ1�x; �i; j�� �
f �x; �i; j��. If �x; �p; q�� 2 Y , then fxg � �p; n� � �1; q� � Y . As condition (�) is
satisfied for gmÿ1 in place of f , we see that

B�x� �gmÿ1�x; �p; q�� ÿ s�x�� � s�x�
A�x� C�x�

� �  � 1:

Thus, by the result of [DKW] quoted above,
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gmÿ1�x; �p; q�� ÿ s�x�j j � t�x�:
It now follows from the properties of h that

h�t�x�; gmÿ1�x; �p; q�� ÿ s�x�� � gmÿ1�x; �p; q�� ÿ s�x�;
and therefore, gm�x; �p; q�� � gmÿ1�x; �p; q��. But gmÿ1�x; �p; q�� � f �x; �p; q��
(since �x; �p; q�� 2 Y and gmÿ1 satisfies condition (1)). Hence gm�x; �p; q�� �
f �x; �p; q�� in this case. This shows that gm satisfies (1). To prove (2), we have
to prove (�) for gm and the point �i0; j0� � �p; q�. But this follows from
[DKW, Theoem 1.2].

The following theorem takes place in the context of a strongly maximal
TAF algebra, A, with C�-envelope, B and spectral triple �X ;P;G�. Elements
of B will be viewed as continuous functions on G in the usual way for
groupoid C�-algebras. Also m will denote the collection of all ``finite rec-
tangles'' in G; i.e., Q 2m if Q � f�xi; yj� : 1 � i � n; 1 � j � mg for some xi,
yj in some equivalence class. For such a Q 2m, T �Q� is the matrix obtained
by restricting T to Q and the norm is the usual matrix norm.

Theorem 6.2. If u is a closed A-module contained in B with support set �,
then, for any T 2 B,

dist�T ;u� � sup
�kT �Q�k : Q 2m;Q \ � �1

	
Proof. For every Q 2m and T 2 B, kT �Q�k � kTk; hence

dist�T ;u� � supfkT �Q�kj : Q 2m;Q \ � �1g:
For the other direction, the proof is as in [MS2, Theorem 4.1] because the
previous proposition proves the distance formula for elementary groupoids
of type n and the argument of [MS2, Lemma 4.2] still works even though the
collection m here is different from the corresponding collection there. (The
important property of sets belonging to m is that T ÿ! T �Q� is norm redu-
cing.)

Corollary 6.3. For every ideal j � A and for every T 2 B,

dist�T ;j� � supfdist�T ;i� : i is a meet irreducible ideal in A and i � jg:
Proof. Clearly, � holds. For the reverse inequality, note that for the left

hand side we have

dist�T ;j� � supfkT �Q�k : Q 2m;Q \ ��j� �1g
while the right hand side equals

supfkT �Q�k : Q 2m;Q \ ��i��1 with i�j;i a meet irreducible idealg:
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Hence, it is enough to show that if Q 2m satisfies Q \ ��j� �1, then
there is some meet irreducible ideal i � j such that Q \ ��i� �1. For
this, just assume that

Q � f�xi; yj� : x1 � x2 � . . . � xn; y1 � y2 � . . . � ymg � �u� � �u�
and let I be the interval �x1; ym� � �u�. The meet irreducible ideal i asso-
ciated with I satisfies Q \ ��i� �1. Since Q \ ��j� �1 we have also
��i� � ��j�.
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COMPLETE ORDER ISOMORPHISMS BETWEEN
NON-COMMUTATIVE L2-SPACES

YASUHIDE MIURA*

Abstract

In this article we shall study the completely positive maps between non-commutative L2-spaces.
Especially, we deal with a complete order isomorphism and a completely o.d. homomorphism
between the Hilbert spaces associated with the matrix ordered standard forms of von Neumann
algebras, and we investigate the relationship between these maps and the homomorphisms of
von Neumann algebras.

1. Introduction

Many authors have studied the positive maps on an ordered Hilbert space
defined by a selfdual cone The linear map preserving the order and the or-
thogonal decomposition in a selfdual cone (called o.d. homomorphism) is
introduced as the non-commutative version of the lattice homomorphism in
orthogonally decomposable spaces by Yamamuro [Y1], and we have inter-
esting results (see for example [DY],[D], [Y2], [I]). We consider here such a
map and a more general map between non-commutative L2-spaces from the
point of view of complete positivity in the category of matrix ordered stan-
dard forms of von Neumann algebras introduced by Schmitt and Wittstock
[SW].

Let �H;H�n ; n 2 N� and �Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N� be matrix ordered Hilbert spaces.
A (bounded) linear map h of H into Ĥ is said to be n-positive when the
multiplicity map hn � h
 1n maps H�n into Ĥ�n . If h is n-positive for every
natural number n, then h is called a completely positive map (or a complete
order homomorphism). A bijective linear map h of H onto Ĥ is called an
order isomorphism if hH� � Ĥ�. We call h a complete order isomorphism if
hnH�n � Ĥ�n for every n 2 N. We call h an o.d.(orthogonal decomposition)
homomorphism if h is 1-positive and �h�; h�� � 0 whenever �; � 2 H� and
��; �� � 0. If h is completely positive and hn is an o.d. homomorphism for
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every n 2 N, we call h is a complete o.d. homomorphism. A bijective map h
is called a complete o.d. isomorphism if both h and hÿ1 are complete o.d.
homomorphisms.

We shall use the notation as introduced in [SW] with respect to matrix
ordered standard forms and their construction.

From now on, let �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� and �M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N� be matrix or-
dered standard forms of �-finite von Neumann algebras. We use here the
notation

Ad�h� : x 2 B�H� 7! hxhÿ1 2 B�Ĥ�
for the invertible map h : H ! Ĥ .

2. Complete order isomorphism between matrix ordered Hilbert spaces

This section is devoted to the study of the complete order isomorphism be-
tween two matrix ordered Hilbert spaces. At first, we shall consider that an
isomorphism between von Neumann algebras induces a complete order iso-
morphism between the related Hilbert spaces. We need a lemma.

Lemma 2.1. For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� and �M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N�, if h is a com-
pletely positive map of H onto Ĥ such that hH� � Ĥ�, then h is a complete
order isomorphism.

Proof. Consider the polar decomposition h � ujhj of h. There exists by
[C, Theorem 3.3] a positive invertible operator k such that jhj � kJH�kJH� .
Since H�n is generated by all elements �xiJH�xjJH���; xi 2M; � 2 H� by [SW,
Lemma 1.1], it follows that jhjnH�n � H�n , so hnH� � Ĥ�n .

Proposition 2.2. For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� and �M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N�, if � is an
(not necessarily �-preserving) isomorphism of M onto M̂, then there exists a
complete order isomorphism h of H onto Ĥ satisfying � � Ad�h�jM.

Proof. Suppose that � is an isomorphism of M onto M̂. By [C, Theorem
3.1] there exists a bijection h of H� onto Ĥ� satisfying ��x� � hxhÿ1;
8x 2M. If x1; � � � ; xn 2M and � 2 H�, then we have

hn�xiJxjJ�� � ���xi�Ĵ��xj�Ĵh��:
Note that hJhÿ1 � Ĵ because of hJhÿ1� � � for every � 2 Ĥ�. It follows from
Lemma 2.1 that hnHn

� � H�n .

Lemma 2.3. For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N�, if u is a 1-positive unitary on H with
u 2M [M0, then u � 1.

Proof. By symmetry it suffices to prove in the case u 2M0. Take an ar-
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bitrary element � 2 H. Then � is written as � � �1 ÿ �2 � i��3 ÿ �4� such that
�1 ? �2 and �3 ? �4; �i 2 H�. Since u� � JuJ�, we have u � JuJ. Hence
u 2M \M0 and u � u�. In addition, since s��1� ? s��2� and s��3� ? s��4�,
where s��� denotes the support projection of a vector functional !� on M,
and uH� � H�, we have

�u�; �� �
X4
i�1
�u�i; �i� � 0:

Hence u � 0, and so u � 1.

Proposition 2.4. For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� and �M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N�, if � is a
�-isomorphism of M onto M̂, then there exists uniquely a completely positive
isometry u of H onto Ĥ satisfying � � Ad�u�jM.

Proof. Suppose that � is a �-isomorphism of M onto M̂. Then there ex-
ists by [H, Theorem 2.3] a 1-positive unitary operator of H onto Ĥ satisfying

��x� � uxuÿ1; x 2M:

Then u is completely positive by the proof as in Proposition 2.2. The unicity
of u follows from Lemma 2.3.

Proposition 2.5. For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� and �M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N�, suppose
that h is a complete order isomorphism of H onto Ĥ with the polar decom-
position h � ujhj. Then u is a completely positive isometry of H onto Ĥ. Fur-
thermore, if h as above is an o.d. homomorphism, then h is a complete o.d.
isomorphism of H onto Ĥ.

Proof. By [C, Theorem 3.3] there exists an invertible operator k 2M�

such that jhj � kJH�kJH� . Therefore, jhj is a complete order isomorphism, so
is u. Moreover, if h is an o.d. homomorphism, then jhj is an o.d. homo-
morphism on H. By [DY, (2.1)] jhj belongs to M \M0. Since
jhj 
 1n 2M 
Mn \M0 
 In �M 
Mn \M0 
M0

n �M 
Mn \ �M 
Mn�0,
where M0

n operates on Mn by matrix multiplication from the right, one sees
that hn is an o.d. homomorphism. Therefore, by [DY, (3.1)] hn is an o.d.
isomorphism. This completes the proof.

We shall next consider that a complete order isomorphism between the
matrix ordered Hilbert spaces induces an isomorphism between the corre-
sponding algebras. In [SW] Schmitt and Wittstock constructed the multiplier
algebra in a matrix ordered Hilbert space as follows:

Let �H;H�n ; n 2 N� be a matrix ordered Hilbert space. Put
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m � fx 2 B�H�jfdiag�x; 1; � � � ; 1�� diag�x; 1; � � � ; 1�Jg 2 H�n
for every � 2 H�n and all n 2 Ng :

Here diag�x1; x2; � � � ; xn� denotes the n� n matrix with entries ai;j �
�i;jxi�xi 2 B�H�� and f g denotes the Jordan product

fx�yJg � 1
2 �xJyJ� � JyJx��; x; y 2 B�H�; � 2 H:

It is shown in [SW] that if the completed face �Ff�g�?? generated by � 2 H�n
is projectable for all � 2 H�n ; n 2 N, then m is a von Neumann algebra and
�M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� is a matrix ordered standard form.

Proposition 2.6. For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� and �M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N�, if h is a
complete order isomorphism of H onto Ĥ, then Ad�h�jM is an isomorphism of
M onto M̂.

Proof. Suppose that h is a complete order isomorphism of H onto Ĥ. We
show that hMhÿ1 � M̂. Choose an element x 2M. We then obtain for all

� �
�11 � � � �1n

..

. ..
.

�n1 � � � �nn

264
375 2 Ĥ�n

fdiag�hxhÿ1; 1; � � � ; 1�� diag�hxhÿ1; 1; � � � ; 1�Ĵg �

� 1
2

hxhÿ1Ĵhxhÿ1Ĵ�11 hxhÿ1�12 . . . hxhÿ1�1n
Ĵhxhÿ1Ĵ�21 �22 . . . �2n

..

. ..
. ..

.

Ĵhxhÿ1Ĵ�n1 �n2 . . . �nn

266664
377775

0BBBB@

�

Ĵhxhÿ1Ĵhxhÿ1�11 hxhÿ1�12 . . . hxhÿ1�1n
Ĵhxhÿ1Ĵ�21 �22 . . . �2n

..

. ..
. ..

.

Ĵhxhÿ1Ĵ�n1 �n2 . . . �nn

377775
266664

1CCCCA

�

hxJxJhÿ1�11 hxhÿ1�12 . . . hxhÿ1�1n
hJxJhÿ1�21 �22 . . . �2n

..

. ..
. ..

.

hJxJhÿ1�n1 �n2 . . . �nn

266664
377775

� hn diag�x; 1; � � � ; 1�Jn diag��x; 1; � � � ; 1�Jnhÿ1n �;
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which belongs to Ĥ�n because h and hÿ1 are completely positive. This implies
hMhÿ1 � M̂. By the symmetric argument we obtain the converse inclusion.

Theorem 2.7. With �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N�, let �Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N� be a matrix or-
dered Hilbert space. Suppose that h is an order isomorphism of H onto Ĥ.
Then the following conditions are equivalent:

1) h is a complete o.d. isomorphism.
2) There exists a von Neumann algebra M̂ such that �M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N� is a

matrix ordered standard form, and Ad�h�jM is a �-isomorphism of M onto M̂.

Proof. 1) ) 2): We show that every completed face G in Ĥ�n is project-
able for each n. Since h is completely positive, there exists a closed face F in
H�n such that hnF � G. By virtue of the matrix ordered standard form F is a
selfdual cone in the closed linear span �F � of F . Since hn is an o.d. homo-
morphism, G is a selfdual cone in �G�. Hence G is projectable. Indeed, every
element � � PG� 2 PGĤ�n �� 2 Ĥ�n � has the form

� � �1 ÿ �2 � i��3 ÿ �4�
such that �1 ? �2; �3 ? �4; �i 2 G. If i � 2 then ��; �i� � ��; �i� � 0, so �i � 0.
Hence � � �1. Thus we see the existence of M̂ by [SW, Theorem 4.3]. Con-
sider the polar decomposition h � ujhj. By assumption jhj is an o.d. homo-
morphism, it follows from [DY, (2.1)] that jhj belongs to M \M0. Then we
have Ad�h� � Ad�u� on M. Applying Proposition 2.6, we obtain the desired
result.

2) ) 1): Suppose that Ad�h�jM is a �-isomorphism of M onto M̂. Since h
is an order isomorphism, we have hJhÿ1 � Ĵ. It follows from the proof of
Proposition 2.2 that h is completely positive. Then hxhÿ1 � �hÿ1��xh�;
x 2M. Hence h�h belongs to M0, so does jhj. Since jhj � kJH�kJH� for some
invertible positive element k 2M, we have k 2M0. Therefore, [DY, (2,1)]
shows that h is an o.d. homomorphism, so h is a complete o.d. isomorphism
by Proposition 2.5. This completes the proof.

For a matrix ordered standard form �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N�, let A be a von
Neumann subalgebra of M. Put for n 2 N

Pn�A� � f��i;j � 2 Hnj
Xn
i;j�1

aiJH�ajJH��i;j 2 H� for a1; � � � ; an 2 Ag:

One easily sees that H�n � Pn�M�; n 2 N. We also have that if
Pn�M� � Pn�A� for a subalgebra A of M and n 2 N then

Pn�A� � cof�aiJH�ajJH��� 2 Hnja1; � � � ; an 2 A; � 2 H�g:
Here co denotes the closed convex hull. We obtain the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.8. For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� and �M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N�, let u be a 1-
positive isometry of H� onto Ĥ�. Suppose that A is a von Neumann subalgebra
of M satisfying uAuÿ1 � M̂ and Pn�A� � H�n for all n 2 N. Then u is com-
pletely positive, and Ad�u� is a �-isomorphism of M onto M̂.

Proof. Let ai 2 A; � 2 H�. We have

un�aiJajJ�� � �uaiJajJ�� � �uaiuÿ1Ĵuajuÿ1Ĵu��;
which belongs to Ĥ�n by assumption. Hence u is completely positive, so we
get the proof applying Proposition 2.4.

As an example of the above theorem we have obtained the following fact:

Example. For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N�, let M be an injective factor (or a semi-
¢nite injective von Neumann algebra) and let H be separable. Then there
exists an abelian von Neumann subalgebra A of M such that H�n � Pn�A�
for every n 2 N (see [M1, Theorem 2.4]).

For a matrix ordered Hilbert space �H;H�n ; n 2 N�, we shall write P�H��
for the 1-positive maps on H. Put

CPU�H�� � fu 2 P�H��ju is a completely positive unitaryg:
Moreover, for a matrix ordered standard form �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N�, put

CPU��H�� � fuJuJju is a unitary in Mg:
One easily sees that CPU�H�� is a topological group under the strong op-
erator topology. Since H�n is generated by the elements �aiJajJ��ni;j�1 �
�a1; � � � ; an 2M; � 2 H��, uJuJ is completely positive. One then sees that
CPU��H�� � CPU�H��. In the following proposition we shall show that
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between CPU�H�� (resp.
CPU��H��) and a group of the automorphisms Aut�M� of M (resp. the in-
ner automorphisms Int�M�).

Proposition 2.9. Keep the notation above. The map: u 7! Ad�u� is a
homeomorphism of CPU�H�� onto Aut�M�. In addition, CPU��H�� is
homeomorphic to Int�M�.

Proof. Applying Proposition 2.4, Theorem 2.7 and [H, Proposition 3.5]
we have that CPU�H�� is homeomorphic to Aut�M�. It is now clear that
CPU��H�� is isomorphic to IntM�. This completes the proof.

In the above discussion, if uJuJ � vJvJ for unitaries u; v 2M, then
v�u � Jvu�J 2M0. Then there exists a unitary w in the center of M such that
u � vw.
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In the rest of this section, we examine the results of Dang and Yamamuro
[D, DY, Y2] in the framework of the completely positive maps.Using their
results,we immediately obtain the similar properties.

For �; � 2 H, put

P�H�; �; �� � fh 2 P�H��jh� � �g:
Proposition 2.10 (see [D, (2)]). For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N�, the following con-

ditions are equivalent:
1) For all cyclic and separating vectors �; � 2 H�, the set of all complete

o.d. homomorphisms in CP�H�; �; �� coincides with the set of all extreme
points in CP�H�; �; ��.

2) For all cyclic and separating vectors �; � 2 H�, the set of all o.d. homo-
morphisms in P�H�; �; �� coincides with the set of all extreme points in
P�H�; �; ��.

3) M is abelian.

Proof. That 1) ) 2) and 2) , 3) follow from [D, (1) and (2)]. If M is
abelian, then every 1-positive map on H is completely positive by [M1,
Corollary 1.6]. Hence 3) ) 1).

Proposition 2.11 (see [DY, (3.4)]). For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N�, the following
conditions are equivalent:

1) Every complete o.d. isomorphism on H is normal.
2) Every �-automorphism of M is identical on the center of M.

Proof. 1) ) 2): Let � be a �-automorphism of M. By Proposition 2.4
there exists a completely positive unitary u on H satisfying
��x� � uxu�; x 2M. For an invertible positive element a 2M \M0, put
h � ua. Then h is a complete o.d. isomorphism by [Y1, (3.4)]. By assumption
we have a2 � ua2u�. It follows that ux � xu for every x 2M \M0.

2) ) 1): Let h be a complete o.d. isomorphism on H with the polar de-
composition h � ujhj. We then have by Theorem 2.7 that Ad�u�jM is a �-au-
tomorphism of M. Since jhj belongs to the center of M, we have ujhju� � jhj
by assumption. Therefore,

h�h � jhju�ujhj � jhj2 � ujhj2u� � hh�:

This completes the proof.

Proposition 2.12 (see [Y2, Theorem]). For �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N�, suppose
that H�n �n 2 N� is a selfdual cone related to a cyclic and separating vector �0 in
H for M, and J � J�0 . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
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1) Every complete order isomorphism h such that h�0 � �0 is a complete o.d.
isomorphism.

2) Every order isomorphism h such that h�0 � �0 is an o.d. isomorphism.
3) �0 is a trace vector.

Proof. We remark the following fact:
For x 2M, put � � x� JxJ. Applying the theorem of a derivation on a

homogeneous cone (see [C, Theorem 3.4]), we have for all n 2 N and t 2 R

�et� 
 1n�H�n � �et�
1n�H�n � H�n

by virtue of the standard form �Mn�M�;Hn; Jn;H�n � and
� 
 1n � x
 1n � Jn�x
 1n�Jn:

This means et� is a complete o.d. isomorphism. Then by the proof of [Y2,
Theorem] we obtain the desired result.

3. Completely order homomorphism between matrix ordered Hilbert spaces

In this section we shall describe what happens with homomorphisms which
are not bijective. To do this, we need the results of [M2]. We considered the
relationship between a completely positive projection on a matrix ordered
Hilbert space and a normal conditional expectation with respect to a faithful
normal state on the related von Neumann algebra, and showed that each of
them induces the other. We immediately obtain the following property by
[M2, Lemma 1]:

(1) For matrix ordered standard forms �M;H;H�n ; n 2 N� and
�M̂; Ĥ; Ĥ�n ; n 2 N�, suppose that h is a complete order homomorphism of H
into Ĥ with the support projection e and the range projection f , and hnH�n is a
selfdual cone in the range space of hn for every n 2 N. If e and f are completely
positive, then there exist von Neumann algebras A and B such that
�A; eH; enH�n ; n 2 N� and �B; f Ĥ; fnĤ�n ; n 2 N� are matrix ordered standard
forms, and hjeH is a complete order isomorphism of eH onto f Ĥ.

The next property follows from Proposition 2.6 and [M2, Theorem 3].
(2) With the notations as in (1), suppose that e and f contain cyclic and se-

parating fixed vectors in H� and Ĥ�for M and M̂, respectively. If
N �M \ feg0 and N̂ � M̂ \ ff g0, then NjeH � eMjeH � A and
N̂jf Ĥ � f M̂jf Ĥ � B, and there exists uniquely an isomorphism � of N onto N̂
such that ��x�jf Ĥ � Ad�hjeH��xjeH� for all x 2 N.
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